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Abstract
Visualization is the transformation of information into a visual display that enhances users understanding and interpretation of the data. This thesis project has investigated the use of color and human vision modeling for visualization of image-based
scientific data. Two preliminary psychophysical experiments were first conducted on
uniform color patches to analyze the perception and understanding of different color
attributes, which provided psychophysical evidence and guidance for the choice of
color space/attributes for color encoding. Perceptual color scales were then designed
for univariate and bivariate image data display and their effectiveness was evaluated
through three psychophysical experiments. Some general guidelines were derived for
effective color scales design. Extending to high-dimensional data, two visualization
techniques were developed for hyperspectral imagery. The first approach takes advantage of the underlying relationships between PCA/ICA of hyperspectral images and the
human opponent color model, and maps the first three PCs or ICs to several opponent
color spaces including CIELAB, HSV, YCbCr, and YUV. The gray world assumption
was adopted to automatically set the mapping origins. The rendered images are well

5

color balanced and can offer a first look capability or initial classification for a wide
variety of spectral scenes. The second approach combines a true color image and a
PCA image based on a biologically inspired visual attention model that simulates the
center-surround structure of visual receptive fields as the difference between fine and
coarse scales. The model was extended to take into account human contrast sensitivity
and include high-level information such as the second order statistical structure in the
form of local variance map, in addition to low-level features such as color, luminance,
and orientation. It generates a topographic saliency map for both the true color image
and the PCA image, a difference map is then derived and used as a mask to select interesting locations where the PCA image has more salient features than available in the
visible bands. The resulting representations preserve consistent natural appearance of
the scene, while the selected attentional locations may be analyzed by more advanced
algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Problem Statement

Visualization is the transformation of information into a visual display that enhances a
users understanding and interpretation of the information. It is not a new area. People
have used maps, charts, graphs, diagrams and other mechanisms to portray information for a long time. Being a broad field, visualization is highly application-specific and
may mean different things to different people. Historically, visualization was categorized into two major areas: scientific visualization, which typically involves physically
based scientific data with an inherent spatial component, and information visualization,
which typically involves abstract, non-spatial data.
Much work in scientific and/or information visualization has focused on the issues
of data, hardware, and software. Human-centered issues have been placed in a secondary focus, and most of the current tools do not take into account cognition and
perception. Since humans are the final interpreters, visualization should take advantage of the visual systems characteristics and improve the effectiveness of visualization

1.1 Problem Statement

by appropriately using the complex and powerful capabilities of human visual system. Therefore, in addition to the domain knowledge that must be incorporated into
the visualization application, knowledge of human visual perception and the cognitive processing of visual information should be required when designing an effective
visualization.
With the advancement in imaging technologies, scientific image data sets are becoming more and more common, for example, scientific simulation results, geographic
information systems (GIS), satellite images, biomedical scans, and astronomical images, etc. The visual display of such data that are not intrinsically visual in origin
remains a vital tool for rapid analysis of information. Although its been recognized
that the use of color is a powerful technique and may have the potential for providing
more insight into the data, there are a number of issues that need to be addressed for
developing effective visualization schemes:
1. The construction of color schemes is a subtle task and the design process is
mostly ad hoc.
2. Some attention has been given to the development of color schemes based on
perceptual properties such as lightness, hue, and chroma rather than display R,
G, B. However, recent evidence may show that lightness, hue, and chroma may
not be the intuitive scales upon which observers judge color difference (Melgosa
et al., 2000).
3. To design effective color maps for use in encoding scientific image data visually,
it is necessary to psychophysically evaluate our ability to scale and parse color
information, where the ability to scale color information refers to the ability to
assign numbers to quantify the visual impression of a color, and the ability to
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parse color information refers to the ability to separate color attributes. It is
known that parsing color using color (hue) naming can be an effective way to
evaluate the appearance of colors and many experiments have been conducted
that both validate and exploit this technique for spectral hues (Boynton, 1997).
These techniques however have usually been applied only to one dimension of
change, hue, or two dimensions, hue and colorfulness, but the ability to parse
colors in three perceptual dimensions and in three-dimensional color gamut has
not been fully explored.
4. To define color spaces that more intuitively match our internal representation
of color, its interesting to consider how color is represented psychologically.
However, the psychological description of color remains elusive.
5. Since the choice of color schemes is critical for the comprehension of the data, it
is important to evaluate the effectiveness of different color schemes, but most
often, the effectiveness are evaluated subjectively rather than based on psychophysical procedures.
In addition, with the increase in the ability to collect data via airborne and spacecraft
based sensors, the use of hyperspectral data is increasing for environmental, surveillance, and homeland security applications. These remotely-sensed hyperspectral imagery contain information from many bands of the electromagnetic spectrum that span
a range that is much larger than that of the sensitivity of human visual system. To
display such imagery on digital devices, such as CRT and LCD computer monitors,
the multiband images must be compressed to 3 channels for display while preserving
the relevant information, and the preserved relevant information must be visualized
appropriately for scene interpretation and image analysis such as target identification.
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1.2

Research Goals

The goal of this thesis work is to develop visualization schemes and techniques for
univariate and bivariate scientific data and for remotely sensed hyperspectral imagery
based on knowledge of the human visual system and color perception. There are three
lines of research involved in this endeavor to address the issues as described in the
problem statement section:
1. Psychophysically investigate how well people can use different color attributes,
evaluate the ability of users to parse the color appearance dimensions of colored
patches, and thus provide not only insights into the psychological organization of
color but also show us which dimensions are more useful for expressing changes
in magnitude for data visualization;
2. Design and evaluate color encoding schemes that combine color appearance attributes for the encoding of one or two dimensions of information in addition to
the two spatial dimensions in an image-based data map;
3. Develop visualization techniques for hyperspectral imagery that incorporates
knowledge of human color processing and computational vision model.

1.3

Approaches Overview

In line with the research goals outlined in section 1.2, this thesis work has proceeded
with three phases as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
The first phase was to assess people’s abilities to parse color information by analyzing the perception and understanding of different color attributes, and provide psychophysical evidences and guidance for the choice of color space/attributes for color
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encoding. Therefore, as a start point, two preliminary psychophysical experiments
have been conducted by using simple uniform color patches.
Extending from simple colored patches to spatially variant complex images, the
second phase was to design perceptual color scales for univariate and bivariate image
data display and evaluate the effectiveness of different scales through psychophysical
experiments. A set of color scales was created in the widely-used perceptually uniform
color space CIELAB. These scales capitalized on the perceptual organization of color
and the ability of the visual system to segment and interpret images based on changes
in the perceptual dimensions of color.
In the third phase, the work extended to high-dimensional data. Two visualization

Figure 1.1: Approaches Overview of the Thesis Work
techniques were developed for hyperspectral imagery based on a human vision model.
The first approach takes advantage of the underlying relationships between princi-
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pal component analysis (PCA) (Fukunaga, 1990) or independent component analysis
(ICA) (Hyvarinen, 2001) of hyperspectral images and the opponent model of human
color vision, and maps the first three principal components (PCs) or independent components (ICs) to several opponent color spaces including CIELAB, HSV, YCbCr, and
YUV, with an automatic method for setting the mapping origins. The second approach
combines a true color image and a PCA image based on a biologically inspired visual
attention model. This model has been extended to take into account the human contrast sensitivity function and includes high-level information such as the second order
statistical structure in the form of a local variance map. It generates a topographic
saliency map for both the true color image and the PCA image, a difference map is
then derived and used as a mask to select interesting locations where the PCA image
has more salient features than available in the visible bands.

1.4

Document Structure

This document details the thesis work in three phases and is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes two psychophysical experiments that were conducted on uniform
color patches to investigate the perception and understanding of different color attributes; Chapter 3 describes the design and psychophysical evaluation of perceptual
color scales for univariate and bivariate image data display; and Chapter 4 describes the
development of two visualization techniques for hyperspectral image display. These
three parts are connected to each other in a sense of increasing data dimensionality
with Chapter 2 closer to Chapter 3 serving as a preliminary experiment, but each of
the three parts may be read separately as a single topic. Finally, summaries and future
work are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Perception of Color Attributes on
Uniform Color Patches
2.1

Background

The perception of color is a complex process in the human visual system. Being a blend
of physics, neurophysiology and phenomenology, it encompasses a wide range of specification from neural transduction to linguistic classifications and conscious percepts.
Theories of the internal coding of color both within an elementary and an ecological
perspective are often only very indirectly linked to appearances of color, however, observations about color appearances usually provide a starting point and motivation for
investigations of color coding (Fairchild, 2005; Wyszecki and Stiles, 2000).
To describe appearances of color, it is generally agreed that five perceptual dimensions, or attributes are necessary: brightness, lightness, colorfulness, chroma, and hue
(Fairchild, 2005; Wyszecki and Stiles, 2000; Mausfeld, 1998; Berns, 2000). For color
reproduction, hue and the relative color attributes, chroma and lightness are typically

2.1 Background

used for color specification. Many color spaces, such as the Munsell Book of Color
(Nickerson, 1940), which is used for color specification and communication, CIELAB
(CIE, 1986), which is used for formulating color differences, and CIECAM02 (CIE,
2004), which is used for the specification of color appearance, use the lightness, hue,
and chroma attributes to specify color attributes. However, there are alternative methods to specify color, including chromaticity diagrams (Wyszecki and Stiles, 2000;
Berns, 2000) which specify the color signal as opposed to the appearance attributes and
physiologically-based color spaces (MacLeod and Boynton, 1979; Derrington et al.,
1984) which specify cone excitation or the response of subsequent visual mechanisms
(Brainard, 1996). In addition, alternative color order systems, such as the Swedish
Natural Color System (NCS) (Hard and Sivik, 1981) (blackness, chromaticness, and
hue) and the Duetsches Institut für Normung (DIN) System (Richter and Witt, 1986)
use other perceptual attributes (hue, saturation, and darkness) to organize the space.
To define color spaces that more intuitively match our internal representation of
color, it is of interest to consider how color is represented psychologically. Despite
the trichromatic nature of color, the psychological description of color representation
remains elusive because the perception and representation of colors does not depend
only on color-sensitive retinal receptors but also depends on the higher level neural
networks along with linguistic input in the external world (Shepard and Cooper, 1992).
We can describe color representation in a hierarchy. At the lowest levels of processing, the color signal can be described using three numbers indicating cone excitations
or physiological opponent channels. This does not take into account color appearance.
At the next higher level, color can be described in terms of Hering opponency (Hering,
1920) where red/green, blue/yellow and lightness describe color appearance. The color
attributes used for color appearance, difference, and specification, seem to be located
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at still a higher level of representation approaching a cognitive and linguistic level of
representation. At a still higher level, there is evidence for categorical representation
that is tightly associated with culture and language (Berlin and Kay, 1969; Boynton,
1997; Hardin, 1998). There are also claims for a physiological basis for categorical
color perception (Ratliff, 1976; Yoshioka et al., 1996), which if true, could influence
the hierarchical framework described here.
Melgosa, et al. (2000) asked the question of whether we are able to distinguish
the color attributes of lightness, hue, and chroma. In their experiment, observers had
to judge which attribute, Value, Chroma, or Hue (in Munsell specification) two colors
either differed by or shared. They found that the level of performance was below what
would be expected if these attributes were the best perceptual or cognitive classification
system. Montag (2003) had observers determine a color that was intermediate between
two colors that shared the same lightness and chroma but differed in hue. The observers
chose an intermediate color that was located geometrically between the two at a lower
chroma as opposed to sharing the same chroma attribute. Both of these experiments
point to a different representation of color than lightness, chroma, and hue. Perhaps
when confronted with a color difference pair, observers rely on a lower level, Heringopponent, (L, r/g, y/b) description to distinguish the differences.
To explore this issue and evaluate the ability of users to parse color attribute dimensions, two psychophysical tasks were conducted. In the first experiment, the
speed and accuracy of color matching was measured in a task in which observers used
three different adjustment controls: lightness, chroma, and hue (LCH); lightness, redness/greenness, yellowness/blueness (L, r/g, y/b); and display RGB. In the second
experiment, observers were presented with color difference pairs that were specified
in either LCH or (L, r/g, y/b) and had to decide the attribute the colors shared or dif-
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fered by. If the (L, r/g, y/b) specification of color is a better match to the internal
psychological representation of color, we would expect to see its better performance
than the other sets of controls in terms of matching accuracy, speed, and percentage of
judgment correctness.

2.2

Experimental

Two psychophysical experiments were conducted to explore observers abilities to control and distinguish different color attributes. Experiment I was a matching experiment
using the method of adjustment. It compared performance in matching patches using three different controls: 1) Display RGB, 2) Lightness, Chroma, and Hue (LCH),
3) Lightness, Redness/Greenness, and Yellowness/Blueness (L, r/g, y/b). Experiment
II was a judgment experiment. It was a replication and extension of Melgosa, et al.
(2000). In Experiment II, observers were asked to judge similarities or differences of
color pairs using two sets of color attributes: LCH and (L, r/g, y/b).

2.2.1

Color Space Selection

In both experiments, to more accurately control the perceptual attributes, the internationally agreed upon color appearance model CIECAM02 (Moroney et al., 2002;
Moroney and Zheng, 2003; Li and Luo, 2005), was used. This model was developed
by CIE Technical Committee 8-01 by refining and simplifying the CIECAM97s (CIE,
1998) color appearance model with considerable improvement in the hue uniformity,
especially for the blue hues, and an improvement in the chroma relative to the results
for CIECAM97s. It provides mathematical formulae to transform physical measurements of stimuli into perceptual attributes of color under different viewing conditions
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Table 2.1: The parameter settings for CIECAM02.
LA
Yb
c

Viewing Condition
Self-luminous display in a darkened room

20.00

18.00

0.59

NC

F

0.9

0.9

and can be used as a device independent color space.

2.2.2

Monitor Setup

A 23-inch (diagonal) Apple Cinema HD LCD Display, controlled by a Macintosh PowerPC in 24-bit color mode, was used in these experiments. The LCD display was carefully characterized using a technique consisting of three 1-D look-up-table (LUT) and
a 3 x 4 matrix (Day et al., 2004). Measurements of the characterization color patches
were taken using an LMT C-1200 colorimeter. Based on these measurements, the
display was set up for the Matching and Judgment experiments as described below.

2.2.3

Viewing Conditions

The experiments were conducted in a darkened room and the color patches were presented on the characterized LCD display with a 20% gray background. The viewing
condition parameters used in CIECAM02 are shown in Table 2.1, where LA is the absolute luminance of the adapting field, Yb is the relative luminance of background, c is
impact of surrounding, NC is chromatic induction factor, and F is a factor determining degree of adaptation (please refer to the CIECAM02 model document (Moroney
and Zheng, 2003) for more detailed information). These parameters were chosen for
the experimental conditions in which a self-luminous display is viewed in a darkened
room.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.4

Matching Experiment

Design
Four pairs of color patches were carefully selected for the Matching Experiment. Since
the (L, r/g, y/b) adjustment controls were used in this experiment, the experimental
color patches were chosen to be combinations of and intermediate to the four unique
hues instead of unique hues themselves. In CIECAM02, the hue angles of the four
unique hues are: h1 = 20.14o , Yellow: h2 = 90.00o , Green: h3 = 164.25o , and Blue:
h4 = 237.53o . The hue angles of the four colors were selected at 45o , 125o , 195o , and
320o , respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The four colors used in the Matching Experiment were chosen at hue angles
of 45o , 125o , 195o , and 320o in the CIECAM02 space at Lightness, J = 70. These
colors were chosen to be intermediate to the unique hues (h1, h2, h3, and h4) (the hue
positions plotted in the Figure are for illustration only, not necessarily accurate).
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Table 2.2: The CIECAM02 color coordinates of the four pairs of color patches and the
initial color difference (CIEDE00) between the standard patch and the test patch.

Patch1 (Standard)
Patch2 (Test)
CIEDE00

Pair 1
J/C/h
40/50/45
53/40/55
14.76

Pair 2
J/C/h
50/30/125
60/40/115
10.99

Pair 3
J/C/h
75/40/195
70/45/210
8.05

Pair 4
J/C/h
60/60/320
52/50/310
8.05

The Lightness, Chroma, and Hue values of the four pairs of color patches in
CIECAM02 perceptual attributes and the initial color differences between the standard patches and the test patches in CIEDE00 (CIE, 2001) units were shown in Table
2.2.

In the experiment, to use (L, r/g, y/b) adjustment, we need to control the proportion
of each unique hue for a given color. However, as seen from Figure 2.1, the four unique
hues in CIECAM02 are not orthogonal to each other, which makes it not possible to
calculate the compositions of each unique hue by projection. In CIECAM02, Hue
quadrature, H, is calculated from the unique hue data via linear interpolation, where H
for the unique hues, red, green, yellow and blue, are defined as 0 (or 400), 100, 200, and
300, respectively. These Hs are not orthogonal to each other either, but it inspired the
calculation of another hue quadrature, H’, in the same manner as calculating H, while
with H’ for the four unique hues defined as 0 (or 360), 90, 180, and 270, respectively.
In this way, the r/g and y/b components for a given color can be calculated by direct
projection onto each unique hue axis.

2.2 Experimental

Procedure
The two patches of each pair were positioned in the center of the screen with a separation of 0.5 cm subtending a visual angle of 27.10 x 13.70 for an observer at a normal
viewing distance of 25 cm configured as shown in Figure 2.2. The observers’ task

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Matching Experiment setup. The observers set matches
using three different sets of slider controls: RGB, LCH, and (L,r/g,y/b).
was to adjust the color of the test patch on the right using three sliders so that the two
patches matched each other as well as possible. Since the time taken to make a match
was also recorded, observers were asked to try to make the match as quickly as possible. Matching each of the four pairs of color patches was repeated four times for each
of the three controls in a random order for a total of 48 trials.
The observers were asked to fill out a survey at the end of the task in which they
rated which matching procedure they found to be the easiest and the hardest to perform.
In addition, they were encouraged to comment on the procedures.
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2.2.5

Judgment Experiment

Design
The purpose of the Judgment Experiment was to determine how well observers can
use color attributes to identify differences (task 1) and similarities (task 2) between
pairs of colored patches. There were 4 parts in this experiment. In each part, 36 pairs
(except for Part 3, in which 35 pairs were used due to an error) of colored patches were
carefully prepared so that each pair differed in only one of the color attributes or had
only one of the color attributes in common. For Part 1 (LCH Diff) and Part 2 (LCH
Same), the attributes were Lightness, Hue, and Chroma. In Part 1, the pairs differed in
either Lightness, Chroma, or Hue while in Part 2 the pairs had only Lightness, Chroma,
or Hue in common. Part 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff) and Part 4 (L, r/g, y/b Same) were similar
to Part 1 and Part 2 except that the attributes were Lightness, redness/greenness (r/g),
and yellowness/blueness (y/b) instead of Lightness, Hue, and Chroma.
The 36 pairs of colored patches of Part 1 and Part 2 were distributed into 4 groups
around the hue angles 850 , 1700 , 2650 , and 3550 , with 9 pairs per group. In part 1,
in each group, 3 pairs differed only in Lightness, 3 pairs differed only in Chroma, 3
pairs differed only in Hue, and the magnitude of color differences varied within each
series. In part 2, in each group, 3 pairs had the same Lightness, 3 pairs had the same
Chroma, 3 pairs had the same Hue, and the magnitude of color differences also varied
within each series. Part 3 and Part 4 followed a similar design, having also 4 groups
of 9 sample pairs with the 4 groups distributing around the Hues 550 , 1050 , 2000 , and
3300 . In part 3, in each group, 3 pairs differed only in Lightness, 3 pairs differed only
in r/g (2 pairs for the third group), 3 pairs differed only in y/b with varied magnitude
of color differences within each series. In part 4, in each group, 3 pairs had the same
Lightness, 3 pairs had the same r/g, 3 pairs had the same y/b, and again with varying
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magnitudes of color differences within each series. The CIECAM02 color attributes
and the CIEDE00 of the two patches of each pair for the 4 parts are shown in Tables
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. Also shown are the total color differences between the members
∗
and the percentage of the difference accounted for along
of each pair in units of ∆Eab

the CIE L*, a*, and b* dimension most closely related to the differing (Parts 1 and 3)
and constant (Parts 2 and 4) dimensions of the task.
Procedure
For each part, each of the 36 pairs of color patches from the 4 groups were randomly
presented on the same characterized LCD screen at the same size as in the Matching
Experiment. Each part of the experiment was run in a separate block with the order
of presentation randomized within each block. For each pair, the observers task was
to judge by which attribute that the two patches differed (in Parts 1 and 3) or which
attribute that the two patches had in common (in Parts 2 and 4) by pressing the appropriate key on the keyboard.

2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion
Matching Experiment

The Matching Experiment was conducted with 24 observers having normal color vision, of which 17 were considered expert and 7 non-expert based on self-report. The
terms ”expert” and ”non-expert” are used here to indicate the level of experience and
expertise of the observers as opposed to their knowledge of the purpose of the experiment. In general, faculty, students, and technical staff of the Munsell Color Science
Laboratory were considered as experts given their experience doing psychophysics and
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Table 2.3: The CIECAM02 color coordinates, ∆Eab
, CIEDE00, and percentage correct
responses for the two patches of each pair for Experiment II Part 1 (LCH Diff).
Experiment II – Part 1 (LCH Diff)
Patch
2
Patch 1
∗
∆Eab
CIEDE00
% Correct
change
J/C/h
8.88 (99.4% J)
59 J
7.96
50/20/85
77
18.01 (97.8% J)
15.09
50/35/85
68.5 J
81
25.88
(96.6%
J)
77 J
50/43/60
20.76
61
14.34 (99.9% C)
50/35/55
47 C
4.53
68
20.84 (99.8% C)
60/30/75
46 C
6.65
65
33.39 (99.8% C)
70/35/70
60 C
8.87
68
6.90
(99.1%
h)
60/45/78
86 h
4.62
42
12.98 (98.7% h)
91 h
70/50/78
8.26
65
18.70 (98.0% h)
96 h
80/56/80
11.21
87
8.40
(100%
J)
50/20/174
58.5 J
7.47
81
17.93 (99.8% J)
50/38/172
68.5 J
14.78
68
22.70 (99.2% J)
54/45/159
78 J
17.23
77
11.98 (99.8% C)
50/30/152
40 C
4.66
81
25.68
(99.8%
C)
64/30/158
50 C
8.87
71
27.47 (99.8% C)
9.47
71/30/165
51 C
71
9.32 (93.2% h)
62/44/165
5.20
177 h
55
17.48
(94.2%
h)
72/48/159
179 h
9.15
90
21.92 (92.5% h)
80/51/162
185 h
11.38
94
8.89 (99.5% J)
59 J
7.92
50/30/265
74
17.45 (99.3% J)
50/40/265
68 J
1
77
23.94
(98.9%
J)
19.28
50/50/265
75 J
71
11.27 (98.9% C)
50/35/260
45 C
3.52
58
19.93 (99.0% C)
60/35/260
52 C
5.70
58
27.85
(99.1%
C)
70/35/260
58 C
7.42
65
8.16 (73.7% h)
60/60/265
273 h
4.57
71
12.09 (78.6% h)
7.39
70/50/265
280 h
94
11.31 (81.1% h)
7.39
80/40/265
283 h
87
8.88 (99.1% J)
59 J
50/20/355
8.03
71
18.02 (96.8% J)
50/40/355
68.5 J
15.33
74
26.01 (95.3% J)
77 J
50/50/355
21.01
61
17.26
(99.8%
C)
50/40/350
57 C
5.33
71
24.34 (99.8% C)
60/40/350
63 C
7.00
68
33.93 (99.8% C)
9.01
70/40/350
71 C
71
10.27 (97.9% h)
60/60/355
3h
4.45
35
14.58 (98.7% h)
70/60/355
6h
6.26
74
12.21 (99.7% h)
9h
80/40/355
6.36
65
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Table 2.4: The CIECAM02 color coordinates, ∆Eab
, CIEDE00, and percentage correct
responses for the two patches of each pair for Experiment II Part 2 (LCH Same).
Experiment II – Part 2 (LCH Same)
Patch 1
Patch 2
∗
∆Eab
CIEDE00
% Correct
J/C/h
J/C/h
25.35 (0.02%J)
60/49/80
60/30/85
8.53
45
23.46 (0.06%J)
9.07
70/30/85
70/46/75
48
34.85 (0.07%J)
80/30/85
80/53/70
13.02
52
9.16 (0.27%C)
59/20/90
50/20/85
8.25
13
18.22
(1.04%C)
67/37/92
50/37/83
15.11
23
26.01 (1.83%C)
20.69
50/40/75
75/40/86
26
14.55 (0.29%h)
62/50/84
68/40.5/84
5.76
48
26.21
(0.13%h)
62/50/85
78/35.5/85
12.57
48
36.62 (0.09%h)
62/50/84
85/30/84
17.45
29
9.35 (0.13%J)
60/20/173
60/28/170
5.43
29
18.42 (0.13%J)
9.16
70/20/173
70/35/168
52
30.78 (0.11%J)
80/20/176
80/43/164
13.40
48
7.09 (1.57%C)
51/33/167
57/33/174
5.82
6
12.08 (1.83%C)
9.43
52/35/165
62/35/177
23
20.33
(3.55%C)
53/37/161
67/37/185
14.54
39
10.61 (0.00%h)
7.59
50/38/172
58/43/172
77
22.38 (0.00%h)
52/34/172
66/47/172
13.22
61
32.85 (0.00%h)
17.97
55/30/176
75/50/176
35
8.78 (0.03%J)
60/29.5/260
60/20/265
5.44
48
17.52 (0.05%J)
70/20/265
70/38.5/255
10.76
77
27.73 (0.09%J)
80/49/248
80/20/265
17.02
81
9.09
(3.02%C)
40/30/265
48.5/30/270
8.82
35
18.56 (4.91%C)
40/40/265
57.5/40/275
17.36
42
30.57 (6.11%C)
69.5/50/280
40/50/265
26.15
61
12.58 (2.10%h)
5.29
50/40/260
55/50/260
81
24.83 (1.48%h)
50/40/275
65/55/275
13.57
81
31.27 (0.34%h)
18.96
50/32/285
72/50/285
77
12.88 (0.13%J)
60/25/358
60/36/350
5.53
61
17.09
(0.17%J)
70/25/355
70/40/350
6.60
61
27.22 (0.16%J)
9.54
80/25/355
80/48/348
71
5.80 (0.79%C)
45/30/355
50/30/0
5.33
13
14.38 (1.25%C)
45/40/355
57/40/5
12.33
58
21.46 (1.19%C)
45/50/355
60/50/10
16.07
65
11.21 (0.11%h)
7.98
50/50/340
58/42/340
74
19.45 (0.03%h)
50/50/350
64/35/350
13.41
71
28.75
(0.01%h)
50/50/359
74/30/359
20.57
71
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Table 2.5: The CIECAM02 color coordinates, ∆Eab
, CIEDE00, and percentage correct
responses for the two patches of each pair for Experiment II Part 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff).
Experiment II – Part 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff)
Patch 1
Patch 2
∗
∆Eab
CIEDE00
% Correct
J/(r/g)/(y/b)
Change
7.02 (96.0%J)
6.39
50/32/30
57 J
61
15.73 (95.9%J)
50/34/30
66 J
13.46
65
24.11
(96.0%J)
19.56
50/35/30
75 J
55
7.07 (87.7%a)
50/24/40
32 R/G
3.54
48
14.96 (87.1%a)
6.97
60/24/40
40 R/G
55
25.43 (86.5%a)
10.90
70/24/40
50 R/G
58
21.64
(99.8%b)
50/40/15
35 Y/B
10.70
42
30.36 (99.8%b)
13.96
60/43/15
42 Y/B
35
37.58 (99.9%b)
70/40/15
47 Y/B
16.38
55
19.44
(98.0%J)
50/-15/30.6
70 J
16.03
74
13.89 (96.7%J)
11.79
50/-20/35.6
64 J
84
7.06 (96.8%J)
50/-28/30
57 J
6.26
81
8.69 (89.5%a)
50/-25.6/38
-35.5 R/G
4.13
42
16.58
(89.4%a)
60/-25.6/40
-43.4 R/G
7.20
52
23.79 (89.2%a
-49 R/G
9.39
70/-25.6/36
52
16.84 (98.8%b)
50/-15/20.3
34.7 Y/B
7.53
58
26.00
(98.1%b)
60/-20/20.3
42 Y/B
10.86
71
34.73 (98.0%b)
70/-22/20.3
48.4 Y/B
13.55
68
25.66 (99.9%J)
77 J
50/-18/-20
20.30
81
16.50 (99.8%J)
50/-22/-26
67 J
13.77
81
6.95
(99.8%J)
6.19
50/-25/-25
57 J
74

(Dropped)
60/-22/-23
70/-22/-20
50/-25/-20
60/-25/-20
70/-25/-20
50/28/-25
50/31/-29
50/40/-35
50/40/-40
60/40/-45
70/40/-50
50/50/-40
60/55/-40
70/50/-30

-36 R/G
-42 R/G
-30 Y/B
-38 Y/B
-45 Y/B
77 J
67 J
57 J
50 R/G
55 R/G
60 R/G
-50 Y/B
-55 Y/B
-50 Y/B

16.25 (93.3%a)
24.30 (93.5%a)
7.61 (77.1%b)
14.52 (77.9%b)
21.12 (78.8%b)
25.74 (98.2%J)
16.56 (97.9%J)
7.02 (96.6%J)
10.20 (91.24%a)
16.25 (92.8%a)
22.83 (94.0%a)
16.70 (83.77%b)
25.86 (84.4%b)
32.63 (89.0%b)

7.93
10.84
4.358
7.68
10.42
20.81
14.22
6.46
3.80
5.69
7.56
4.81
6.99
10.05

45
42
52
61
61
81
87
84
32
48
35
35
48
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∗
Table 2.6: The CIECAM02 color coordinates, ∆Eab
, CIEDE00, and percentage of
correct responses for the two patches of each pair for Experiment II Part 4 (L, r/g, y/b
Same).
Experiment II – Part 4 (L, r/g, y/b Same)
Patch 1
Patch 2
∗
∆Eab
CIEDE00 % Correct
J/(r/g)/(y/b)
J/(r/g)/(y/b)
10.61 (0.08% J)
50/24/40
50/32/30
6.50
61
23.99 (0.12% J)
15.49
60/24/40
60/44/20
71
2.12 (0.13% J)
20.29
70/24/40
70/50/15
84
9.23 (0.87% a)
50/32/34
55/32/40
5.40
32
18.15
(1.28%
a)
50/40/34
62/40/44
11.44
58
23.10 (2.02% a)
50/50/34
67/50/45
15.13
48
10.22 (14.99% b)
60/27/40
63/37/40
4.88
35
22.20 (16.169% b)
60/27/47
70/47/47
10.68
39
27.87 (15.99% b)
60/27/45
75/50/45
13.86
39
9.83 (0.07% J)
50/-5/30.3
50/-15/35.6
4.78
61
17.77 (0.05% J)
60/-5/30.3
60/-20/40.6
7.24
55
25.77
(0.07%
J)
70/-5/29.9
70/-28/42
10.53
48
14.07 (1.16% a)
50/-15/30.3
55/-15/40.7
6.71
35
21.30 (1.07% a)
50/-20/30.4
60/-20/45
11.07
39
27.01 (0.80% a)
50/-22/30.3
65/-22/47.4
14.82
65
7.39 (0.39% b)
4.94
60/-5.6/43
63/-15.5/43
19
13.58 (0.00% b)
9.50
60/-5.6/45
70/-20.4/45
35
18.23 (0.02% b)
60/-5.6/41
75/-23/41
12.85
35
9.54
(0.21%
J)
50/-14.6/-29.5
50/-18.3/-39.5
4.27
48
14.31 (0.22% J)
60/-14.6/-29.5
60/-22.3/-42.1
6.14
26
22.61(0.21% J)
9.48
70/-14.6/-25.5
70/-28/-43
23
5.73 (5.57% a)
50/-20/-30
55/-20/-34
4.65
32
11.01 (4.27% a)
8.79
50/-18/-30
60/-18/-37
42
16.25 (3.56% a)
50/-15/-30
65/-15/-40
12.61
35
11.89 (6.29% b)
60/-22/-30
63/-32/-30
6.36
29
17.25
(3.96%
b)
60/-22/-33
70/-34/-33
10.23
39
23.15 (3.28% b)
60/-22/-29
75/-37/-29
13.84
39
14.16 (0.14% J)
50/18.6/-17.5
50/28.6/-24.5
5.62
55
21.91
(0.09%
J)
60/31.1/-29.9
7.92
60/18.6/-17.5
45
36.19 (0.12% J)
70/18.6/-17.5
70/40.7/-35.4
11.54
45
9.39 (16.56% a)
40/50/-32.4
45/50/-36.8
5.47
58
18.59 (18.00% a)
10.93
40/55/-32.4
50/55/-40.8
65
28.64
(19.48%
a)
16.49
40/60/-32.4
55/60/-45.2
55
12.56 (11.68% b)
50/36/-30.5
53/48.3/-30.5
5.85
19
20.60 (11.75% b)
11.97
50/36/-33.1
60/54.7/-33.1
45
28.11
(11.66%
b)
65/60.9/-36.6
50/36/-36.6
16.53
58
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working with color.
There was no motivation to classify observers into expert and non-expert when
recruiting observers. Given the fact that it was not a primary goal of the research
and most observers were from the laboratory, the sampling of the expert domain is
much more extensive than non-expert. In the following data analysis, this factor was
controlled for by using unbalanced ANOVA with Type III sum of squares which is
independent of the sample sizes, and the Tukey-Kramer adjustment (Hayter, 1984)
was made to the calculation of multiple comparisons using Tukey’s honestly significant
difference (hsd) criterion (Hochberg and Tamhane, 1987).
The observers’ performance was measured by the color difference between the
standard patch and the test patch and the time taken to make a match was also measured. Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) (Keppel, 1973; MathWorks, 2000) were performed on both the color difference and the time using control type (RGB; LCH; (L,
r/g, y/b)), expertise (expert or non-expert), and patch color (4 colors) as the three factors.
In this research, MATLAB function anovan was used to analyze the effect of different control types, expertise levels, and patch colors on the matching accuracy and
speed, and a factorial mixed-design ANOVA was performed. The function returns pvalues under the null hypothesis that all samples are drawn from population with the
same mean. If p is near zero, it casts doubt on the null hypothesis and suggests that at
least one sample mean is significantly different than the other sample means within a
certain significance level (common ones are 0.05 or 0.01, which are corresponding to
a confidence interval of 95% or 99%). In the following discussion, a significance level
of 0.05 was used unless otherwise specified.
Table 2.7 presents the ANOVA results performed on the color difference. The
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ANOVA table divides the variability of the data into two parts: variability due to the
differences between groups and variability due to the differences within groups. The
six columns (MATLAB Inc., 2000) in the table are:
1. The source of the variability.
2. The sum of squares (SS) due to each source.
3. The degree of freedom (df ) associated with each source.
4. The mean squares (MS) for each source, which is calculated as the ratio SS/df.
5. The F-statistics, which is the ratio of the mean squares.
6. The p-value, which is derived from the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of F in the previous column.
From the small p-values, it indicates that there were significant 2-way interactions
between all pairs of the three factors. There were also significant main effects: differences among the three control methods, between expert and non-expert observers, and
among the four colors.
A 2-way ANOVA analysis between adjustment methods and observer expertise was
of interest. The multiple comparison results with error rates controlled conservatively
using Tukey’s test (Keppel, 1973; MathWorks, 2000) were shown in Figure 2.3, where
the x-axis represents different condition/groups, and the y-axis represents matching
accuracy in terms of color difference calculated from CIEDE2000, the most advanced
color difference formula based on extensive color discrimination data sets (Luo et al.,
2001). The same color difference predicted by the formula for pairs of samples located
in different color regions is supposed to give the same perceptual differences, and 1
unit difference is equivalent to 1 just-noticeable-difference (JND).
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Table 2.7: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the color differences (CIEDE2000) between matched pairs in Experiment I.
Sum Sq.
Mean Sq.
Prob>F
Source
F
d.f.
X1(Control)
165.61
82.807
25.37
0
2
X2(Expertise)
41.91
136.77
136.773
0
1
X3(Patch Color)
58.195
174.58
3
17.83
0
34.59
17.294
5.3
0.0051
X1*X2
2
0.0019
X1*X3
68.81
6
11.468
3.51
X2*X3
56.24
3
18.747
5.74
0.0007
6.439
1.97
X1*X2*X3
38.63
6
0.0667
Error
3681.22 1128
3.263
4265.35 1151
Total

Figure 2.3: The average color difference (CIEDE00) for each of the three control methods by both expert and non-expert observers. The x-axis represents different control
methods, and the y-axis represents matching accuracy in terms of color difference
CIEDE00 where 1 unit difference is equivalent to 1 just-noticeable-difference (JND).
(with error bar at a 95% confidence interval.)
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It is seen from Figure 2.3 that, for the experts, at a 95% confidence level (in ttest of one group means against another, the confidence level is specified to determine
the cutoff value of the t statistics. A 95% confidence level insures that the chance of
incorrectly finding a significant difference is no more than 5% of the time.), the LCH
control was significantly better than RGB while there were no significant differences
between RGB and (L, r/g, y/b) and between LCH and (L, r/g, y/b). For the non-expert
observers, both LCH and (L, r/g, y/b) was significantly better than RGB while there
was also no significant difference between them.
To examine the main effects and determine which control method, observer expertise, and patch colors were significantly different than the others, 2-D comparisons between conditions were also performed with error rates controlled conservatively using
Tukey’s test (Keppel, 1973). The results are shown in Figure 2.4 with x-axis representing different condition/groups and y-axis representing matching accuracy in terms of
color difference (CIEDE00).
Figure 2.4A shows the result for the three control methods averaged over all the
observers. It is seen that on average both matches made with the LCH (with an average CIEDE00 of 1.97) and the (L, r/g, y/b) (with an average CIEDE00 of 2.23) controls were significantly better than those made with the RGB controls (with an average
CIEDE00 of 2.95), however, within the context of the 2-way interaction as shown in
Figure 2.3 (which is actually the expanded result of Figure 2.4A), this is only true
for non-expert observers but not for expert observers. For expert observers, only the
LCH control was significantly better than the RGB control, but there was no significant
difference between the (L, r/g, y/b) and RGB. It was true that there was no significant
difference between LCH and (L, r/g, y/b) both on average and for each expertise group.
As expected, the performance of the experts (with an average CIEDE00 of 2.01)
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Figure 2.4: Average color difference (CIEDE00) and 95% confidence intervals for the
main effect for the Matching Experiment: (A) Control method, (B) Observer expertise,
and (C) Patch Color (hue angle).
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was significantly better than that of the non-expert observers (with an average CIEDE00
of 2.76), as shown in Figure 2.4B. This indicates that experience and training may improve the observers’ performance.
These results are consistent with the observers’ comments that RGB was the hardest control method to use and that having a Lightness control facilitated matching. For
all the three sets of control, the performance of the experts was significantly better
than that of non-expert with the largest difference for RGB control while the smallest
difference for (L, r/g, y/b) control, as seen from Figure 2.3.
This may be explained as follows: for LCH, the previous knowledge and experience of the expert observers did help. For RGB, the expert observers may also have
some tricks learned from experience, such as, knowing that the green channel contributes more to overall lightness. In addition, we expect that these observers have
some basic knowledge about the principles of additive color mixing of the three primaries. However, for (L, r/g, y/b), both expert and non-expert observers seemed unfamiliar with the task. Therefore, the performance difference between them was smallest.
It is possible, however, that further experience with the (L, r/g, y/b) controls would lead
to improvement.
In terms of patch colors, Figure 2.4C shows that the reddish-yellow (hue angle of
45) was the hardest color to make a match, while the greenish-blue (hue angle of 195)
was the easiest with significantly better performance than the reddish-yellow and the
yellowish-green (hue angle of 125). There was no significant difference between the
greenish-blue and the bluish-red (hue angle of 320) or between the yellowish-green and
the bluish-red. There is a trend (see Figure 2.4C and Table II) that accuracy in color
matching increases with increasing lightness. It is interesting to consider the relationship between match accuracy and location of the color in color space. In particular,
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Table 2.8: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the time (s) taken to make the matches
in Experiment I.
Sum Sq.
Mean Sq.
Prob>F
Source
F
d.f.
X1(Control)
33946.5
16973.3
11.87
0
2
X2(Expertise)
33176.1
33176.1
23.21
0
1
X3(Patch Color)
11479.3
0.0459
3
3826.4
2.68
1539
3078
1.08
0.3411
X1*X2
2
0.1839
X1*X3
12636
6
2106
1.47
0.9617
X2*X3
415.7
3
138.6
0.1
2879.4
479.9
0.9182
X1*X2*X3
6
0.34
Error
1429.6
1612546
1128
1732203
1151
Total

as with the MacAdam ellipses (MacAdam, 1942), the variance in color matching can
be considered as a metric for absolute sensitivity to color change. It is recognized
that as the magnitude of color difference increases from threshold to suprathreshold,
the contours that describe equally perceived color difference change shape (Guan and
Luo, 1999; Kuehni, 2000; Xu and Yaguchi, 2005). However, there are not enough data
in this experiment to draw any firm conclusions about the differences in sensitivity to
color difference based on the location of the color.
So far, we have analyzed the matching accuracy data with focus on their statistical differences between the three sets of control and between expert and non-expert
observers. Although some of the differences on performance were statistically significant, it should be noted that the differences in terms of visual perception were actually
quite small with some of the color differences even less than 1 unit of CIEDE00 which
means the differences may not be perceptually noticeable.
In addition to the accuracy of matching, we also measured matching time as another
metric to compare the three control methods. Table 2.8 is the ANOVA of the time taken
to make the matches using the same three factors as for the color difference analysis.
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The small p-values in the first three rows indicated that there were significant differences among the three control methods, between expert and non-expert, and among
the four colors. As done for the color difference data above, multiple comparisons
between conditions were performed while controlling error rate.
The results for each of the main effects are shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5A shows
that the average time (66 s) for RGB control is significantly longer than those for LCH
(52 s) and (L, r/g, y/b) control (57 s). Again, it reflects that RGB was the hardest
control and LCH was the easiest one.
Contrary to what we may expect, it is interesting to see that the average time (64s)
for experts was significantly longer than that for non-expert (52s) as shown in Figure
2.5B. This might be due to the criterion difference for matching between expert and
non-expert and the non-expert observers’ lack of patience.
As shown in Figure 2.5C the time taken to match each of the four colors follows the
same trends as the matching accuracy (Figure2.4C), but the differences among them
are not significant.
Figure 2.6 presents a 2-way ANOVA analysis between control method and observer
expertise. Although the 2-D interaction between these two factors is not statistically
significant (as seen from Table 2.8, the p-value is 0.34, not very small), it is of interest
to see the performance on each of the three control methods for expert and non-expert
separately, and see for which control method expert and non-expert observers had significant difference on performance. It is seen from Figure 2.6 that for experts, the
RGB control needed significantly longer time than LCH and (L, r/g, y/b) while there
was no significant difference between LCH and (L, r/g, y/b). This indicates that with
some previous knowledge of color attributes, observers can achieve higher matching
accuracy with shorter time, while RGB, a control based on the principles of additive
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Figure 2.5: The average time (s) taken for making a match showing the main effects
of (A) Control method, (B) Observer expertise, and (C) Patch Color (hue angle). (with
error bar at a 95% confidence interval.)
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color mixing, is the hardest one. For non-expert observers, there were no significant
differences among the three controls. This means that the three controls have the same
difficulty level for them. For the RGB control, experts spent significantly longer time
than the non-expert observers. This may be one of the reasons that experts achieved
significantly higher accuracy for the RGB control.
85
Expert:
Non-expert:

Time to make a match (sec)

80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35

RGB

LCH {L, r/g, y/b}

Control Method and Observer Expertise

Figure 2.6: The average time (s) taken for making a match by expert and non-expert
observers for the three different control methods. (with error bar at a 95% confidence
interval.)
Of interest is the relationship between match accuracy and match time (Figure
2.7). One might expect an inverse relationship between them; however, Figure 2.7
shows that the results are quite observer dependent, with a coefficient of determination
(r2 ) of only 0.29, which suggests that the relationship between them can not be simply
modeled by linear regression. In general, however, the longer it took to make a match,
the more accurate it was (notice that the most accurate observer took the longest time).
If the one outlier (with the largest color difference) was removed from the data fitting,
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Figure 2.7: The average color difference (CIEDE00) versus the average time for expert
and non-expert observers.

the correlation between them would be higher.

2.3.2

Judgment Experiment

Each of the 4 parts of the Judgment Experiment was conducted with 31 observers having normal color vision, of whom 18 were considered expert (14 males and 4 females)
and 13 non-expert (7 males and 6 females). The expert observers either had been working on different research field of color or had extensive knowledge of the fundamentals
of colorimetry. For the non-expert observers, the experimenter first illustrated the basic concepts of color attributes with the help of the Colorcurve Student Education Set
(Colorcurve-Systems-Inc, 2003) before conducting the experiment.
Analysis of variance (Table 2.9) was performed on the percentage of correct responses using attributes (L1, C, h, L2, r/g, y/b), expertise (expert/non-expert), color

2.3 Results and Discussion
Table 2.9: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the percentage of correct responses for
Experiment II.
Sum Sq.
Mean Sq.
Prob>F
Source
F
d.f.
X1(attributes)
4766.93
23834.7
5
18.88
0
X2(expertise)
9449.1
9449.06
37.43
0
1
X3(color difference size)
2936.7
1468.33
5.82
0.0035
2
X4(judge criteria)
16807
16807
66.58
0
1
359.1
0.9213
5
71.83
0.28
X1*X2
0.96
X1*X3
2418.8
10
241.88
0.4811
8212.4
5
1642.48
6.51
0
X1*X4
563.79
0.1097
X2*X3
1127.6
2.23
2
2931.4
2931.44
11.61
0.0008
X2*X4
1
X3*X4
170.8
85.38
0.34
0.7134
2
0.9
X1*X2*X3
2277.3
10
227.73
0.5321
938.2
0.5918
5
187.65
0.74
X1*X2*X4
X1*X3*X4
8722.7
10
872.27
3.46
0.0003
380.9
190.47
X2*X3*X4
0.75
0.4715
2
X1*X2*X3*X4
1305.8
10
130.58
0.52
0.877
Error
54024.3
252.45
214
136196.9
285
Total

difference level (small /medium/large), and judgment criteria (different/same) as the
main factors. Lightness was common to both sets of attributes, however its use in each
set (L1 for the LCH set and L2 for the (L, r/g, y/b) set were analyzed separately. The
results showed considerable agreement between Lightness in both sets of experiments
(see Figs 2.8B and 2.9).

The results showed that there was one three-way interaction between attributes,
color difference levels, and judge criteria, and two two-way interactions between attributes and judgment criteria, between expertise and judge criteria. As for the main
effects, the observers’ performances are significantly different for judging different at-
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tributes, different color difference levels, and for identifying difference or similarity.
There are also significant differences between the expert and non-expert observers (the
Judgment Experiment has a better balance between expert and non-expert observers,
but again please note that using expertise as a variable was not a primary goal of this
research.).
To determine which factors are statistically significant, multiple comparison analyses were performed with error rates conservatively controlled. Starting with the most
complex interaction, the only significant three-way interaction was for attributes, color
difference magnitude, and judgment criterion. Since there were 6 attributes, 3 color
difference levels, and 2 judgment criterions, the three-way interaction resulted in 36
combinations which made the comparisons too complex to be easily interpreted. As
such, the figure was not included in the document. The overall observations were that
the pattern of average correct response changes significantly for the different magnitudes of color difference when judging different criterion and attributes. There is general improvement as the magnitude of color difference increases, but this improvement
varies for the different attributes in each part of the experiment. Although statistically
significant, there were not interpretable trends in this three-way interaction. One possible way to avoid the complicated three-way interaction is to break down the analysis
into two three-way ANOVA for judging difference and judging similarity separately.
In this way, however, we wouldn’t be able to see the two 2-D interactions related to
the judgment criteria as seen from Table 2.9, and the comparison between judging
difference and judging similarity would not be obvious either.
The multiple comparison results for the two two-way interactions and the main
effects are put together in Figure 2.8.
Shown in Figure 2.8E is the two-way interaction between expertise and judgment
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Figure 2.8: The average percent correct answers for (A) The main effect of color attribute, (B) Main effect of observer expertise, (C) Magnitude of color difference for
expert and non-expert observers, (D) Attribute set and judgment criterion (Parts 1
through 4) and (E) Observer expertise and judgment criterion. (with error bars at 95%
confidence interval.)
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criterion. It’s seen that for experts, to identify difference was significantly easier than
to identify similarity while for non-expert observers, both tasks exhibited the same
difficulty.
Shown in Figure 2.8D is the two-way interaction between attribute set and judgment criterion (Part 1 through 4). It’s seen that identifying the different attribute led
to better performance than the common attribute for both sets of attributes (the main
effect of judgment criterion). However, this effect was larger for the LCH set corresponding to the significant interaction between attribute and judgment criterion. Part 1
(LCH Diff) was significantly easier than the other 3 parts, and Part 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff)
was significantly easier than Part 4 (L, r/g, y/b Same), but there were neither significant
differences between Parts 2 (LCH Same) and 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff) nor between Parts 2
(LCH Same) and 4 (L, r/g, y/b Same). Overall, the performance of the observers was
rather poor with a high of only 70.8% correct in Part 1 and a low of 45.3% correct in
Part 4, while the percentage of correctness by chance is 33.3%.
Expanding on the results shown in Figure 2.8D, multiple comparisons between individual attributes and judgment criteria were performed as shown in Figure 2.9. It was
found that in both tasks, there were no significant differences in identifying whether
Hue or r/g was the common or different attribute though there does exist significant
differences in identifying Lightness, Chroma, and y/b. In general, the judgment of the
different attribute was easier than choosing the common attribute but this effect was
mainly due to Lightness and Chroma judgment differences.
There was a significant main effect for the magnitude of the color difference in
which an overall improvement was seen in correctly choosing the color attribute as
the color difference increased (from approximately 51% correct for the small color
difference to approximately 57% correct for the medium and large color difference),
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Figure 2.9: The average percent correct answers by all observers for each color attribute and judgment criteria. The squares represent identification of the common attribute when the two other attributes differ and the circles represent the identification
of the different attribute when the patches have the other two attributes in common.
(with error bars at 95% confidence interval.)

however the interaction between level of expertise and color difference magnitude did
not quite reach the level of statistical significance (Figure 2.8C). For the samples with
small color differences, expert observers had slightly better performance than nonexpert observers, but the performance difference was not so large as for the samples
with medium and large size color differences.
For the main effects of different color attributes, Hue, and lightness were significantly easier to identify than Chroma, r/g, and y/b (Figure 2.8A). There is no improvement using the (L, r/g, y/b) set over the LCH. In fact, performance with Hue is better
than r/g and y/b but Chroma judgments are not significantly better than these opponent
attributes.
The main effect of expertise shows, unsurprisingly, that experts have significantly
better performance than the non-expert observers (Figure 2.8B). Figure 2.10 shows the
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differences in performance between the expert and non-expert observers in each part
of the experiment. The expert observers were significantly better than the non-expert
observers in identifying the different attribute in Parts 1 and 3. However, there were no
significant differences when judging which attribute was shared in Parts 2 and 4.
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Figure 2.10: The average percent correct answers for each experimental part separated
by observer expertise. The Expert observers’ performance is indicated by the circles
and sold lines. Non-expert observers’ performance is indicated by the squares and
dashed lines. (with error bars at 95% confidence interval.)
Table 2.10 summarizes the results of Part 1 (LCH Diff) and Part 2 (LCH Same),
and Table 2.11 summarizes the results of Part 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff) and Part 4 (L, r/g,
y/b Same), for all the observers and each group: expert/non-expert. These two tables
list the percentages of correct and each type of incorrect answers. With a similar specification to Melgosa, et al., the 6 possible confusions are designated as LC, LH, CH,
CL, HL, and HC where the first letter represents the correct attribute (different/same
in Part 1 and Part 2, respectively) and the second letter the wrong attribute selected
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Table 2.10: Summary of the percentage of correct and incorrect responses in Part 1
and Part 2 for each group and for all the observers.
Experiment II Part 1/Part 2
% Correct
% Incorrect
LC
LH
CH
CL
HL
HC
Expert
79.5/53.2
1.7/9.9
0.9/4.6 6.3/5.9
4.0/ 4.2
2.5/17.6 5.1/4.6
Non9.0/7.7
58.8/48.1
4.5/7.3
8.3/12.8 6.8/9.2
3.4/6.0 9.2/9.0
expert
2.9/8.8
4.9/15.6 5.8/ 6.5 2.0/5.2 7.5/7.2
70.8/51.1
6.1/5.6
Total
Table 2.11: Summary of the percentage of correct and incorrect responses in
and Part 4 for each group and for all the observers.
Experiment II Part 3/Part 4
%Correct
% Incorrect
L-R/G
L-Y/B
R/G-Y/B
R/G-L
Y/B-L
Expert 65.7/47.4 2.1/6.8
8.6/ 9.7
5.9/7.1 3.5/10.2
3.7/7.7
Non4.8/9.6 10.5/12.0 9.7/6.8 6.2/10.5
expert 49.9/42.5 5.7/7.7
59.1/45.3 3.6/7.2
9.4/10.7
4.1/8.5
7.5/7.0 4.6/10.3
Total

Part 3

Y/B-R/G
10.6/11.1
13.2/10.9
11.7/11.0

by the observers. The percentage of each type of incorrect response was calculated by
dividing the number of each type of confusion by the total number of trials.
The total percentage of correct and incorrect answers given by all the observers is
also shown in the Figure 2.11. Generally, the results were comparable with those in
Melgosa, et al. On average, the observers ability to distinguish color attributes was low
with an overall average of 56.6% correct.
As seen from Figure 2.8A and 2.11, for LCH, the most identifiable attribute was
hue and the least identifiable attribute was Chroma; for (L, r/g, y/b), the most identifiable attribute was lightness and the least identifiable attribute was y/b. That the
percentage of correct responses in Part 1 (LCH Diff) was greater than in Part 2(LCH
Same), and Part 3 (L, r/g, y/b Diff) was greater than Part 4(L, r/g, y/b Same), should
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Figure 2.11: The distribution of correct and incorrect responses for all observers for
each part of Experiment II.

be attributable to the greater complexity of parts 2 and 4 since two attributes differed
simultaneously which made those pairs perceived as more different than those with
only one attribute different, though the total color differences were of similar size.
This might confirm the conclusion of Melgosa, et al. that our visual system is somewhat better at identifying an attribute that is different for a pair of samples, which is
basically a perceptive process, than identifying an attribute that is shared by a pair of
samples, which is a process where cognitive or intellectual component can also play a
large role in addition to perception.
In our experiments, the CIECAM02 space was used because it is state-of-the-art
for specifying color appearance and contains specification for the unique hues and hue
quadrature that allowed specification of red/green and yellow/blue dimensions of color
variation. Our stimuli were adequately rendered to the extent that CIECAM02 captures the desired perceptual attributes. In addition to possible artifacts in CIECAM02
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(such as non-uniform change in the contribution of the unique hues between their corresponding hue angles and non-uniform lines of constant hue) there are color appearance phenomena (Fairchild, 2005; Wyszecki and Stiles, 2000) such as the HelmholtzKohlrausch effect (Lightness changes with hue or saturation), the Bezold-Brcke (hue
changes with lightness) and the Abney effect (hue changes with colorimetric purity)
that may have had a negative impact on our results.

2.4

Conclusions

The Matching Experiment demonstrated that the performance with the LCH and (L,
r/g, y/b) adjustment controls were significantly better than the display RGB control
both in terms of matching accuracy and time, while there was no significant difference
between LCH and (L, r/g, y/b). Even statistically significant, these performance differences between the three sets of control, however, may not be practically meaningful in
providing rules/guidelines for effective color scales design, since the actual differences
of only about or less than 1 unit CIEDE00 may not be perceptually noticeable.
The Judgment Experiment demonstrated that it is quite difficult to discern different
color attributes in color sample pairs. This may indicate that the human vision system does not possess adequate analytical faculties to distinguish such attributes when
confronted with only one sample pair (Boynton, 1997). In both experiments, LCH
was better than (L, r/g, y/b). This consistent result was reasonable since the observers
ability to distinguish color attributes in the Judgment Experiment may influence their
performance in the Matching Experiment to some degree, that is, if an observer was
able to distinguish some attributes easier than the other attributes, he/she would be able
to control/use these attributes better in doing the Matching Experiment.
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This was contrary to our expectation that the lower level, redness/greenness, yellowness/blueness, representation of color attributes would allow better matching and
color attribute determination. The use of the Hue and Lightness attributes seemed to
lead to better performance than Chroma or the opponent r/g and y/b dimensions, however the use of Chroma was not significantly better than r/g and y/b. This indicates
that our ability to describe similarities and differences between colors that vary in a
dimension of colorfulness is hampered because we do not have sufficient access to
descriptors for these differences.
In both experiments, experts have significantly better performance than the nonexpert observers. This indicates that appropriate training and knowledge might improve the distinction of color attributes and better control of them. These results may
indicate that higher level psychological processing involving cognition and language
might be necessary for even apparently simple tasks involving color matching and describing color differences. However, further investigation needs to be conducted to
fully develop these claims given the fact that there were not enough data in this experiment. Again, it should be noted that the performance difference between expert and
non-expert observers in the Matching Experiment was quite small in terms of perception, with color difference less than 1 unit CIEDE00 as seen from Figure 2.4B.
The fundamental nature of the red/green, yellow/blue dichotomy described by Hering (1920) suggested that these dimensions perhaps would allow for an increased ability to make matches or judge color attributes. This turns out not to be the case. Their
fundamental nature suggests that they represent real dimensions with a physiological
underpinning as opposed to arbitrary directions in color space. Yet these perceptual
dimensions do not find utility (with the exception of the NCS (Hard and Sivik, 1981)
system) in the development of color-order systems and color appearance spaces and
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are not fundamental to physiologically based color spaces and chromaticity diagrams.

2.5

Summary

One of our motivations for this work was to determine whether there was a set of color
attributes that more naturally expressed our ability to perceive color differences. For
the design of color scales for information display, we would like to devise scales that
vary uniformly along easily interpretable dimensions of color change. These results
do not help us determine whether there are dimensions in color space that satisfy such
design requirements although we see better performance for Lightness and Hue judgments. Unfortunately, the Hue dimension is a perceptual dimension that does not lend
itself well to expressing changes in magnitude (Stevens prothetic dimensions) (Stevens
and Galanter, 1957; Stevens, 1957) as we might expect from scales of colorfulness or
lightness, although there were some work that shows how to quantify such a scale
(Shepard and Cooper, 1982). It may be the case that arbitrary paths in color space may
work just as well as paths defined by any of the canonical directions or dimensions
used in the myriad of color spaces in use today. An argument against this can be made
based on the previous finding (Montag, 2003) that when selecting a color intermediate
between two others that differ only in hue, observers tend to choose a color located
between the two that is closer to the Cartesian mean rather than the color with the
intermediate hue and identical chroma.
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Chapter 3
Visualization of Univariate and
Bivariate Image Data
3.1

Introduction

In scientific data visualization, how data are represented visually has a significant effect on the user’s perception and interpretation of the data. From the early work of
Treisman, certain features pop out of displays, such as color, size, contrast, tilt, curvature, and line ends (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). In the regard with effectively
presenting data based on the interaction of human perception and the display, Tufte
proposed some valuable insights and guidelines (Tufte, 1983). A number of perceptual principles for the construction of effective visualization were also presented in the
literature (Rheingans, 1997; Rheingans and Landreth, 1995; Ware, 1988a; Levkowitz
and Herman, 1992; Healey, 1999; Rogowitz and Treinish, 1998; Rogowitz and Kalvin,
2001; Robertson and et al., 1994).
Color, as an important and frequently used feature, is a primary mode used to en-
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code visual information in a visualization environment. It’s been widely recognized
that color sequences are a powerful rendering tool for mapping data values to screen to
enhance the perception and interpretation of data. For example, it’s known that people
can detect at most a few dozen different intensity levels with grayscale, while with
pseudocolor scales, people can see many more data levels, thus could possibly gain
much more insight into the data. Although it has been recognized that the effective
use of color may lead to more efficient data presentation and interpretation, it still remains an open problem regarding what method of mapping data values to colors will
maximize our insight into those numbers and visualize the maximum amount of information. Variations in the method of constructing color scales can have a significant
effect on how the structure in the data is perceived and how the user would interpret
the data.
Some attention has been given to the development of color scales based on perceptual properties since it is often easier and more intuitive for people to separate
differences in perceptual variables such as Lightness, Hue, and Chroma than in display red, green, and blue (Levkowitz and Herman, 1992; Ware, 1988a; Robertson and
O’Callaghan, 1986; Pham, 1990; Brewer, 1999). Robertson et al. (1986) have discussed the desirability of using a perceptually uniform color space, such as CIELAB,
CIELUV, and Munsell color models, and various techniques for generating color sequences for univariate and bivariate maps. It has been found that the color schemes
produced within a perceptually uniform color space offer a distinct improvement over
those realized without the use of uniform color space. Some experimental work has
also been carried out in an attempt to understand how people perceive quantitative information from color displays (Ware, 1988b) and to establish principles for constructing effective color schemes (Healey, 1995; Ware, 1988a; Rogowitz and Treinish, 1998;
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Levkowitz and Herman, 1992; Healey, 1999; Rogowitz and Kalvin, 2001; Robertson
and et al., 1994). Rheingans and Landreth (1995) presented perceptual principles that
mandate the use of familiar paradigms, redundant mappings, and appropriate level of
details. Healey (1995) proposed a color selection method that controls color distance,
linear separation of colors, and color category similarity. In the work by Ware (1988),
five color sequences were psychophysically tested against the theoretical predictions,
and found that simultaneous contrast can be a major source of error. Some rules of
thumb were also provided, such as, spectrum scales may be good for metric quantities,
a luminance scale is important for shape information, and a scale with both changes in
luminance and hues may reveal both shape and metric quantities. On the other hand,
to design a better visual representation of data, Rogowitz and Treinish (1998) emphasized the following trinity: color perception, the spatial frequency of the data (data
characteristics), and the task at hand.
Although some rules of thumb and theoretical implications involved in the design
of color scales have been developed either empirically or based on the knowledge
of human vision system and color theory and technology, the construction of color
schemes is still a very subtle task with analysts fiddling with them repeatedly until
something satisfactory seems in hand. Also, since the choice of color scales is crucial
to the comprehension of the data represented, it is necessary to examine the effectiveness of different color scales. Most often, the evaluation is based on subjective
judgments rather than by psychophysical procedures.
The following sections begin with a brief review of the theories, rules of thumb,
principles, and considerations in the design and generation of color scales. We will
then introduce a construction of perceptual color scales for univariate and bivariate image data display, present and discuss the three quantifiable psychophysical experiments
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conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of different color encoding schemes.

3.2

Review of Theories and Principles

Before describing the generation of color scales and discussing psychophysical evaluations of their effectiveness, this section provides a brief review of color scales design
principles (Trumbo, 1981). This includes considerations about data type, characteristics of human vision system and their relationships with data spatial frequency characteristics along with the user’s task (Bergman et al., 1995; Healey, 1995; Montag, 1999;
Brewer, 1999), and subjective measure of scales effectiveness (Rushmeier et al., 1997)
as well.

3.2.1

Trumbo’s Principles

To facilitate the comprehension of rendered maps, Trumbo (1981) proposed four principles to guide the development of various color schemes. The first two principles
are Order, which means if the level of a variable is ordered, then the colors chosen
to represent them should be perceived as preserving the order, and Separation, which
means colors should be able to represent important differences in the levels of a variable. These two principles apply to both univariate and bivariate schemes. The third
principle is Independence of Mappings which means if preservation of univariate information or display of conditional distribution is a goal, then the levels of the component
variables should not act to obscure each other, and the fourth is Diagonal which means
if display of positive association or correlation is a goal, then scheme elements should
resolve themselves visually into three classes: those on or near the principal diagonal,
those above it, and those below it. The latter two principles apply to bivariate schemes
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which map two variables into a single color.

3.2.2

Data Type and Visual Representation

Various data types have varying rendering needs (Bergman et al., 1995). To accurately
represent the structure in the data, it is important to understand the relationship between data structure and visual representation. For nominal data, objects should be
distinguishable but not ordered. In this case, color only serves the purpose of identification, thus the ability to differentiate a color from others is the key. For ordinal data,
objects should not only be perceptually discriminable, but also be ordered. For interval
data, equal steps in data value should be represented by equal steps in perceived magnitude. For ratio data, a true zero or other threshold about which data values increase
and decrease monotonically should be preserved in the data representation.
From the work in Chapter 2, we saw better performance for Lightness and Hue
judgments which means that changes along these perceptual dimensions may be more
easily perceived. It’s also known that the chromatic attributes of color are useful to
differentiate properties but not to convey a sense of order or relative magnitude while
lightness is a dominant variable for this purpose (Brewer, 1999). Thus, hue is generally
used to show categorical differences, for example for nominal data, to fulfill Trumbos
Separation principle, and lightness is used to represent ordered data, which can be ordinal or more sophisticated interval or ratio data, to fulfill Trumbo’s Order principle.
For chroma, people’s ability to perceive differences in that dimension was low as seen
in Chapter 2. Although saturation (defined as the ratio between chroma and lightness)
could be systematically varied to represent ordered data, people are not good at accurately comparing saturation levels, especially between hues (Brewer, 1999). There are
also few perceivable steps available in saturation differences. But it was claimed that
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saturation might bolster a lightness scale in an ordered manner or emphasize categories
for nominal data (Brewer, 1999), if used appropriately. In the following development
of color scales, lightness plays an important role due to the fact that it is important
to convey a sense of order for most image-based scientific data. Chroma and saturation will also be investigated to aid a lightness-based scale. To increase the perceived
dynamic range (PDR), a quantitative scale may include plenty of hue variation, but it
should first be obviously ordered by lightness, and not cause artificial boundaries or
confusions. This will also be considered in our design of color scales.
Sometimes, people want to emphasize a critical value such as a mean or median,
zero or other threshold midway through a data range. This can be accomplished by
using the lightest color in a scale to represent the critical value and then diverging
toward different hues for high and low data extremes (Brewer, 1999). Three diverging
color scales will be developed in the following based on this consideration.

3.2.3

Data Spatial Frequency and Human Vision Contrast Sensitivity

The fact that human eyes have different contrast sensitivity functions (CSF) for luminance and chromatic channels (as shown in Figure 3.1) makes it necessary to take
data spatial frequency into account when designing color scales. The luminance channel CSF can be described with a band pass spatial filter while the chromatic channel
CSF is typically described with low-pass behavior because the human visual system is
much less sensitive to chromatic contrast at high frequencies (Johnson and Fairchild,
2002). These differences have the implication that the luminance component in a color
is critical for carrying relatively high spatial frequency information and plays a central
role in our perception of image structure and surface shape while saturation and hue
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Figure 3.1: Human vision spatial contrast sensitivity functions (Fairchild, 2005).

components in a color are critical for carrying low spatial frequency information in the
data.
Thus, a color scale without monotonic luminance variation will not be able to convey fine resolution information, while a color scale which only varies in luminance
may enhance large-scale structural composition and variation but may not be able
to adequately convey information about gradual changes. In our following design,
both scales based on only luminance and scales based on both luminance and chromatic variation will be developed. But the spatial frequency content of the image data
should actually decide the balance between luminance and chromatic variation in a
color scale. For interval data with high spatial frequency information, a monotonic
scale with a strong luminance component would be more appropriate while for interval data with low spatial frequency information, a monotonic scale with a strong
saturation component might be better (Rogowitz and Treinish, 1996). Shown in Figure
3.2 are illustrations of these ideas from the literature (Rogowitz and Treinish, 1996).
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Figure 3.2: Examples of color maps for low and high spatial frequency data. (Rogowitz
and Treinish, 1996).

The images in the top row are low spatial frequency data from a weather model
while the images in the bottom row are high spatial frequency data from a radar sensor.
The color map on the left is a monotonic scale with a strong luminance component
which is good for high spatial frequency data while the color map on the right is a
scale with strong chromatic component which is good for low spatial frequency data.
It is seen that the high frequency color map (left) reveals more details in the radar data
while the low frequency color map (right) reveals more structure in the weather data.

3.2.4

Task in Visualization

In addition to the considerations of visual representations for different data types and
data spatial frequencies, another important factor in constructing a colormap is what
kind of task the analyst is trying to solve. Generally, in addition to providing a faithful
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(accurate) representation of the data, an analyst may face a segmentation or highlight
task. For faithful representation tasks, isomorphic colormaps can be designed with the
guidance of Trumbos principles and the rules for different data types and structures as
described above. To accurately represent data, a linear relationship is desired between
data value and perceived magnitude. For segmentation tasks, the rules may be also
effective, but since the steps are explicitly defined, luminance-based colormaps can
also be effectively used for low spatial frequency data (Bergman et al., 1995). For
highlight tasks, a user needs to identify ranges of data to highlight particular features
perceptually while preserving the perception of other aspects of the data. Shown in
Figure 3.3 are illustrations of different tasks in visualization (Rogowitz and Treinish,
1996).

Figure 3.3: Examples of different tasks in visualization. (Rogowitz and Treinish,
1996).
The image on the top left is rendered with the default color map from which we
see bands of colors, not a gradual increase across the range, while the other three color
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maps were designed for different visualization tasks. The top right is an isomorphic
color map in which equal steps in data value correspond to equal perceptual steps in
the color scale. This color map would produce a faithful representation of the structure
in the data. On the bottom left is a segmented color map which visually delineates
regions in the image. A highlighting color map is shown in the bottom right, which
was designed to draw the users’ attention to regions in the image which have data
values near the median of the range.

3.2.5

Wainer and Francolini’s Levels of Comprehension

To examine the effectiveness of certain color schemes, an empirical approach was established (Wainer and Francolini, 1980) by defining three distinct levels at which a
rendered map can be comprehended. The first is an elementary level, in which direct mapping from a perceived variable to a quantitative component is made, this level
is important in both univariate and bivariate displays. At a second, intermediate level,
trends between two perceived variables are related, the local interrelationships between
two variables are understood with the univariate analog being the appreciation of local
distribution. At the third or superior level, the entire structure or distribution of one
variable is compared with that of another, again with the univariate analog being appreciation of global distribution. The levels of comprehension specified by Wainer and
Francolini may be used as a subjective measure of appropriateness of representation
(Rushmeier et al., 1997).
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3.3
3.3.1

Perceptual Color Scales Design
Color Space Selection

Ideally, a uniform color space (the definition of uniform is dependent on the color
discriminating ability of the human visual system) is desired when designing a color
scale so that perceived differences in color are to accurately reflect numerical data differences. However, considering the error due to uniformity may be minor compared to
the much larger and systemic errors caused by the effect of spatial induction (Fairchild,
2005; Brenner and Cornelissen, 2002; Brenner and et al., 2003), which can alter the
apparent lightness, hue, or saturation of a surrounded color quite substantially, exact
uniformity of the color space seems not that critical.
At this point, due to its widespread acceptance and the analytical tractability, the
device independent perceptual color space, derived from experiments on the perception
of just-noticeable color differences, CIELAB, appears an attractive candidate space for
designing color scales based on changes in perceptual attributes Lightness, Hue, and
Chroma. Using CIELAB, one can also specify the reference illumination.

3.3.2

Univariate Color Scales

An ideal straightforward way to generate a color scale for continuous quantitative data
is to interpolate in a geometric way in a chosen color space between two chosen endpoints, or alternatively, the color scale is defined by the start point and range for hue,
lightness, and chroma. The simplest representation is a straight line or straight line
segments with regularly spaced samplings in a color space under use.
In this thesis, ten univariate color scales were designed based on some rules of
thumb and theories introduced in the background section and generated within the
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perceptual color space CIELAB. Specifically, the ten univariate color scales, as shown
in Figure 3.4, are:
1. a gray scale using digital RGB (RGB),
2. a gray scale based on L* using CIELAB lightness with the monitor white corresponding to an L* = 100 (L*),
3. an L* scale with a constant hue component and maximum chroma at the center
as a midpoint (Magenta L*),
4. an L* scale with a constant hue and increasing chroma (Yellow L*),
5. an L* scale with both changing hue and chroma (Spectral L*),
6. an L* scale with red-green component (RG),
7. an L* scale with yellow-blue component (YB),
8. a red-green diverging scale with maximum lightness at the center as a midpoint
(Diverge RG),
9. a yellow-blue diverging scale with maximum lightness at the center as a midpoint
(Diverge YB),
10. a spectral diverging scale with the brightest yellow at the center as a midpoint
(Diverge S).

3.3.3

Bivariate Color Scales

An important task in scientific data visualization is to represent data from many sources
simultaneously. Bivariate color schemes provide a method for encoding two images
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Figure 3.4: The ten univariate scales generated in CIELAB.

into one in hope that the resulting image allows the observer to easily and intuitively interpret these two sources of information simultaneously. The simplest bivariate scheme
uses a plane or a surface which is constant along a perceptual variable hue, chroma, or
lightness in a color space. Other schemes relax these constraints to achieve a balance
between using a wider hue range for conveying separation and increasing lightness
for conveying order. Based on Trumbos principles, two types of bivariate schemes
were suggested (Pham, 1990). The first is a square lying in a plane or curved surface
with its principal diagonal along the gray axis as shown in Figure 3.5a. In this type
of scheme only the third principle Independence of Mapping is not satisfied since the
two variables are not represented by a single perceptual variable. The second type is
part of a cylinder surface as shown in Figure 3.5b. In this scheme, the third principle
is satisfied since one variable is represented by varying hue with constant lightness
and chroma, and the other is represented by varying lightness with constant hue and
chroma. Univariate information is thus represented by a single perceptual variable.
But the fourth principle Diagonal is not satisfied since positive and negative associa-
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tions between variables are not preserved. In addition to these two types of schemes, a
third one is proposed in (Pham, 1990) which consists of a section from a double cone
(one inverted) as shown in Figure 3.5c. In this scheme, univariate information is represented by a progression in hue, lightness and chroma combined. Diagonals of positive
correlations are represented by constant hues while diagonals of negative correlations
are represented by constant lightness and chroma. This is actually a modification of
Trumbos first scheme to include a wider range of hues in order to increase element
separation. In this thesis, six bivariate color scales were designed based on the three
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Figure 3.5: The three types of bivariate schemes.
types of schemes with some modifications and generated within CIELAB color space.
Specifically, the six bivariate encoding schemes, as shown in Figure 3.6, are: 1) a
square in a constant hue plane with one variable represented by red, the other variable
represented by green, and principal diagonal along gray axis (conHue RG), 2) same
as 1), but with one variable represented by yellow, the other variable represented by
blue (conHue YB), 3) a section from the surface of a double cone with univariate axes
represented by a hue with changing lightness and chroma (doubleCone w), 4) same
as 3), but a smaller section with narrow hue range (doubleCone n), 5) a portion of a
cylindrical surface with one variable represented by hue and the other variable repre-

3.4 Psychophysical Evaluation

sented by lightness, here, instead of using a constant chroma, this scheme was slightly
modified by making chroma maximum in the middle lightness, (cylinder w), 6) same
as 5), but with a narrow hue range (cylinder n).

3.4

Psychophysical Evaluation

Three psychophysical experiments were conducted to test and compare the ten univariate and six bivariate color scales generated in CIELAB. Experiment I and Experiment
II tested the ten univariate color scales using the method of paired comparison and by
having observers judge the data values of indicated points in the images, respectively.
The six bivariate color-encoding schemes were then evaluated in Experiment III using
the method of paired comparison. Since the color scale used to render images can
help users interpret what they are seeing, it becomes part of the visualization itself.
Therefore, in the following three experiments, the corresponding color scale was also
provided to the observers along with the resulting image.

3.4.1

Experiment I

Experiment I was designed to compare the ten univariate color scales using four scientific images which show changes in magnitude or intensity on an LCD display. The
four images consist of one Digital Elevation Map (DEM, which is a digital representation of ground surface topography or terrain) with 256 levels, one medical image
(Spine) with 64 levels, one spectral slice (band 22 at wavelength of 569nm) of a remotely sensed satellite imagery from Hyperion sensor (http://eo1.usgs.gov/sampleurban.php)
with 256 levels (SanFran), and one material abundance map derived from the analysis
of the same scene (AbunMap) with 100 levels, as shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: The six bivariate color encoding schemes generated in CIELAB.
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Figure 3.7: The four images used in Experiment I (shown in Gray Scale).

Figure 3.8: User Interface for Experiment I on evaluating univariate color scales. Task:
to choose the one image that provided more useful information where a more useful image allows easier and more meaningful discrimination of objects and variations within
it.
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The four images were rendered using the ten univariate color scales, and a paired
comparison experiment was then conducted with the user interface as shown in Figure 3.8. In each trial, a pair of images rendered by using two different scales was
displayed on an Apple Cinema HD LCD display with a 20% gray background in a
darkened room. The LCD display was carefully characterized using the colorimetric
characterization model consisting of three 1-D LUTs and a 3 by 4 matrix (Day et al.,
2004). The observers were asked to choose from the two presented images the one
that provides more useful information where a more useful image allows easier and
more meaningful discrimination of objects and variations within it (the task was stated
to observers along with an instruction sheet, however, the observers’ criteria for ”useful” might change during the course of participation due to the difficulties to define
”useful” for different images.). The order of presentation was randomized for each
observer. For each observer, there were ten scales, four images, and three repetitions
resulting in a total of 540 trials.

3.4.2

Experiment II

Experiment II was designed to test how different encoding schemes affect performance
in judging points on images and how the results correlated to those from Experiment
I. In experiment II, the same ten univariate color scales as in Experiment I were tested
using only the DEM and Spine images under the same experimental conditions. In each
trial, a point on the image was indicated by a cross-hair with an open center as shown
in Figure 3.9. The observers task was to type in the data value of the indicated point
with an accompanying color bar that indicated how the values were encoded in the
image. To minimize memorization, the images were presented in random orientations.
The order of presentation was randomized. For each observer, there were ten scales,
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two images, and three locations resulting in a total of 60 trials.

Figure 3.9: User interface for Experiment II on evaluating univariate color scales.
Task: to type in the data value of the indicated point.

3.4.3

Experiment III

Experiment III was also a paired comparison experiment as Experiment I, but was
designed to compare the six bivariate color encoding schemes using six pairs of simple synthetic images (by combining any two of the four univariate synthetic patterns)
with different surface features, one pair of complex synthetic images with 1/f spatial
frequency characteristics, and one pair of material abundance maps as used in Experiment I. The four univariate synthetic patterns were constructed using simple mathematical functions. They were chosen to represent different surface properties like ridge
and valley, convexity/concavity, saddle, gradient, and spatial frequency changing. The
eight univariate images used in this experiment are shown in Figure 3.10 and some
examples of rendering images are shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: The univairate images used in Epxeriment III.
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Figure 3.11: Examples of resulting bivariate images used in Experiment III.
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A paired comparison experiment was then conducted. In each trial, a pair of images
rendered by using two different bivairate schemes was displayed (as shown in Figure
3.12) along with the two univariate images and the corresponding encoding schemes
on a characterized Apple Cinema HD LCD display with a 20% gray background in a
darkened room. The observers were asked to choose from the two colored images the
one that better represents the information in the two univariate images. The order of
presentation was randomized. For each observer, there were six scales, eight images,
and two repetitions resulting in a total of 240 trials.

Figure 3.12: User interface for Experiment III on evaluating the bivariate schemes.
Task: to choose from the two colored images the one that better represents the information in the two univariate images.
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Results and Discussion
Experiment I

Experiment I was conducted with 24 observers having normal color vision. The pairedcomparison results were analyzed using Thurstons Law of Comparative Judgments,
Case V and converted into an interval scale of effectiveness in terms of providing more
useful information. The interval scale with 95% confidence limits for each of the four
images is shown in Figure 3.13 and the interval scale for all of the four images together
is shown in Figure 3.14.
To examine the goodness-of-fit, Mostellers chi-square test was performed. With
24 observers, 4 test images, and 3 repetitions, at 99% significance level, the inverse
of the chi-square cumulative distribution gives a value of 41710 such that Mostellers
chi-square with a value of 107.31 was sufficiently small and the overall goodness-of-fit
was good.
1.5

AbunMap
DEM
1

SanFran
spine

0.5

0

-0.5
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Figure 3.13: Interval scale of the ten univariate color scales for each of the four images.
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Figure 3.14: Interval scale of the ten univariate color scales averaged on all the four
images .

From the results, the three diverging scales had the best overall performance among
the ten scales but there were no significant differences among them. Spectral L* had
comparable performance to the diverging scales on three of the four images except the
abundance map which made its average interval scale significantly lower than those
three.
It is known that to achieve an informative representation, it is important to maximize the number of distinct perceived colors along the scale while maintaining a natural order among its colors so to avoid artificial boundaries. The reasons that these
four scales are significantly better than the other six may be attributed to their higher
perceived dynamic range (PDR) and contrast. In both the spectral diverging and the
opponent channel diverging schemes, the chromatic contrast is enhanced. Though
lightness is not increasing monotonically in these schemes, the sense of order can be
conveyed by the color bar alongside the image.
For spectral L*, the monotonic increasing in lightness may give a sense of order
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and convey surface shape information while achieving wider separation in data values
by cycling through a range of hues. As for the two gray scales, RGB has significantly
better performance than L* due to its greater contrast variation. For the scales based
on L*, Magenta L* is significantly better than L* and Chroma L*. This may be due
to the fact that in addition to the same lightness range, Magenta L* has more saturation variations than L* and Chroma L* since it has maximum chroma at the middle
lightness and with it decreasing toward the two extremes. Chroma L* is even worse
than L* though it has additional chroma information. This indicates that adding hue
to a scale may improve its visualization performance if the hue component is added
appropriately but may also give worse results otherwise.
For the two opponent scales, Red-Green has better results than Yellow-Blue, but
it is not statistically significant. There are no significant differences among RGB,
Magenta L*, Red-Green, and Yellow-Blue. The performance of color scales does not
show strong image data dependency, which means some general guidelines may be
derived for effective color scales design.

3.5.2

Experiment II

Experiment II was conducted with 23 observers having normal color vision. The
performance was measured by the relative error, which was the absolute value
difference between the target value and the response value divided by the maximum
discrete levels of the image, as shown below :
true value

−

response value

error =

× 100%

max imum levels
An ANOVA was performed on the error scores using color scales as the factor for
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Table 3.1: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the relative error scores between the
target value and the observers’ response value in Experiment II.
Sum Sq.
Mean Sq.
Prob>F
Source
F
d.f.
X1(Color Scales)
9
0.24136
0.02682
13.47
0
Error
0.00199
2.72733 1370
2.96868 1379
Total

analysis. The analysis revealed significant effect of choice of color scales, as indicated
by the small p-value in Table 3.1.
To determine which color scales were significantly different, multiple comparisons
were performed with the error rate controlled conservatively by Tukey’s honestly significant difference (hsd) criterion (Keppel, 1973).
ANOVA results from Exp II
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0

Figure 3.15: Average relative errors for the ten color scales.
Figure 3.15 shows that Spectral L* is the best with the lowest estimation error on
average. This is consistent with the results in (Montag, 1999; Ware, 1988a). The three
diverging schemes have slightly larger error than Spectral L*, but there are no signif-
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icant differences among them within 95% confidence interval, although Diverging S
looks slightly better than Diverging RG and Diverging YB. The performance of Magenta L*, Red-Green, and Yellow-Blue are comparable to each other, with larger errors
than Spectral L* and the three diverging schemes and significantly smaller errors than
RGB, L*, and Chroma L*. There is no significant difference between L* and Chroma
L*, while RGB scale is the worst one with the largest estimation error.
The sources of error may be various, but the main sources are thought to be:
1. The perceivable dynamic range (PDR) of a scale, that is, a scale with more number of distinct levels would result in smaller errors;
2. Spatial induction effect (simultaneous contrast), that is, the apparent lightness,
hue, or saturation of a color can be altered by its surrounding colors quite substantially. This error was expected to be higher for scales using opponent channels;
3. The non-uniformity of a scale, that is, for interval or ratio data, equal steps of
data value are not represented by equal perceptual steps along a scale.
Spectral L* had the best performance perhaps because it has a larger PDR since
it includes both a large lightness range and plenty of hue variation, and also it is less
likely to suffer from simultaneous contrast effect than other scales based on opponent
channels. The reasons that RGB scale had the poorest performance may be attributed
to its small PDR and non-uniformity.
The results in Experiment II only indicate the effectiveness of the scales at elementary level of comprehension by directly translating data value to color but do not
say anything about the ability to convey other information like surface features, object
shapes, local and global distribution. We hope that an effective scale is good at convey-
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ing not only data value but also more information about the data structure. Since these
results themselves might not be very informative, we are more interested in how they
are correlated to the results from Experiment I. Comparing Figure 3.15 with Figure
3.13 and 3.14, the results are generally consistent, that is, scales with a large interval
scale value give lower estimation errors while scales with a small interval scale value
give higher estimation errors. The correlations between results from Experiment I and
those from Experiment II were calculated by applying linear regression to the data as
shown in Figure 3.16 for the DEM image and in Figure 3.17 for the Spine image.

Figure 3.16: Correlation between interval scale and estimation error for the DEM image.
It is seen that the correlation between interval scale and estimation error for the
DEM image is quite high with an R-squared of 0.84. But for the Spine image, the
correlation is not so good (with an R-squared of 0.61) even it still follows the trend.
The data for Spine image appears to show two clusters, specifically, the two most
inconsistent scales are Diverge RG which has a large interval scale but does not give a
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Figure 3.17: Correlation between interval scale and estimation error for the Spine
image.

small estimation error, and Yellow-Blue which gives a small error but does not have a
large interval scale.

3.5.3

Experiment III

Experiment III was conducted with only 15 observers having normal color vision (the
experiment was conducted in a final week before break, so it was difficult to recruit
more observers). As in Experiment II, the paired-comparison results were analyzed
using Thurstons Law of Comparative Judgments, Case V and converted into an interval
scale of effectiveness in terms of better representing the information in two univariate
images. The interval scale with 95% confidence limits for each of the eight images is
shown in Figure 3.18 and the interval scale for all of the eight images together is shown
in Figure 3.19. As done for Experiment I, Mostellers chi-square test was performed to
determine the goodness-of-fit. With 15 observers and 2 repetitions, the inverse of the
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chi-square cumulative distribution function gives a value of 475.22 such that the chisquare value of 12.0 was sufficiently small and the overall goodness-of-fit was good.

Figure 3.18: Interval scale of the six bivariate schemes for each of the eight images.
From the results, the yellow-blue constant hue plane scheme worked the best among
the six bivariate schemes on average. It had good performance in almost all the test
images, but for the abundance map, it was the worst one. The red-green constant hue
plane scheme had a slightly lower interval scale than yellow-blue, but it was not statistically significant. There was no significant difference either between the two double
cone schemes or between the two cylinder schemes, but for both double cone schemes
and cylinder schemes, the one with a narrow hue range worked better than the one
with wide hue range, perhaps because more hue variations may cause artifacts or confusions though it may increase separation. The double cone scheme with narrow hue
range from blue to red was actually very similar to the constant hue plane scheme
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Figure 3.19: Average interval scale of the six bivariate schemes for the eight images.

except the diagonal was purple (the hue between blue and red) instead of gray. The
cylinder scheme with wide hue range had the lowest interval scale.
Generally, based on the data we had from the 15 observers which may have some
variability, the constant hue plane schemes look better than double cone schemes while
the double cone schemes look better than the cylinder schemes. This may be explained
as follows: in the constant hue plane schemes, a good sense of order and surface features or objects shape information can be conveyed, and the data is visually separated
into two classes on either side of the principal diagonal which represents the associations between the two univariate variables. Though it has a poor hue range, it may
be a good thing to convey information more clearly rather than causing artifacts or
confusions. In the double cone schemes, the two univariate data sets may obscure one
another since they are not represented by a single perceptual variable. Though it may
depict associations between two variables like diagonals of positive associations are
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represented by constant hues, and diagonals of negative associations are represented
by constant lightness and chroma, the observers might not intuitively notice these when
being asked to choose the colored image that better represents information in both univariate images. Also, the separation benefit of a wide hue range may be offset by the
artifacts or confusions it may cause. With a narrow hue range, this scheme will reduce to a constant hue plane scheme, which improves the overall balance between the
univariate information and their associations being conveyed. In the cylinder schemes,
each of the two variables is represented by a single perceptual variable, but the univariate information may also obscure each other since the three perceptual dimensions are
not independent of each other. This scheme also results in poor associations between
variables. Again, attention should be paid to hue range utilization.
It should be noted that these schemes have quite large performance variances such
that it may be the best scheme for one set of data but the worst one for another set of
data. Specifically, for the abundance map, the best constant hue plane schemes have
the worst performance while the not-so-good double cone scheme works best on it.
The abundance map is different from the synthetic images in that surface features and
shape information may not be as important as the observers think they are so that more
variation produce the better representations. This image dependency phenomenon indicates that there are no ”best schemes” for all kinds of data. In the design of an
appropriate color scale, in addition to follow the Trumbo’s principles and some rules
of thumb as described in the review section, caution, such as to avoid artificial boundaries or confusions, should be paid to develop the most effective one for any particular
task at hand.
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3.6

Conclusions

Three psychophysical experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of ten
univariate and six bivariate color scales generated within the perceptual color space
CIELAB. Psychophysical analysis was used to generate interval scales for Experiment
I and Experiment III, and ANOVA analysis was performed on the error scores in Experiment II.
The results for Experiment I and Experiment II are consistent and correlated well
to each other. Both experiments demonstrated that the performance of Spectral L*
and the three diverging color scales were significantly better than the other six. This
indicated that in order to achieve an informative representation of data, it is important
to have a large perceivable dynamic range (PDR), that is, more distinct levels/colors
along a scale. It also seems that good contrast may improve the performance of a scale.
Although there is always no best color scale for all kinds of data, the observation that
there was no strong image dependency for univariate color scales did indicate that some
general guidelines may be derived for more effective color scales design, such as the
important role of lightness for conveying a sense of order and surface shape/structure
in the image-based scientific data, the appropriate use of hue and chroma for increasing
the perceivable dynamic range and contrast as seen from the Spectral L* scale. In the
case where people want to emphasize a critical value such as a mean or median, zero
point or some threshold point, the three diverging scales may be a good candidate.
For Experiment III, it looked that the constant hue plane scheme had a better rendering performance than the double cone and cylinder schemes. It is expected that
a good bivariate scheme should be able to convey both univariate data sets without
obscuring each other and also convey the associations between them clearly. The relatively good performance of the constant hue plane scheme should be attributed to the
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fact that it satisfied these two requirements to some degree and achieved a good balance between them. In both the double cone and cylinder schemes, the scheme with
wide hue range was judged to be worse than the one with narrow hue range indicating
the utilization of hue should not be abused so as to avoid artifacts or confusions, even
though hue variations may increase separation between elements. The strong image
dependency phenomenon for bivariate color schemes indicated that there are conditions for each scale under which the scale appeared to be superior to the others and
that there is no best scheme for different types of data that contain various features and
structures.
In conclusion, rules and guidelines drawn on knowledge from human perception
and color theory may be used in color scale design process to make better representation of data, but there is no best answer for every data set. The design of effective
schemes depends on the particular task at hand, the data characteristics, and the visualization purposes.
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Chapter 4
Visualization of Multispectral Image
Data
4.1

Introduction

Airborne multispectral imaging systems have been utilized for many years in a wide
variety of applications ranging from environmental activities to surveillance and home
security. The multispectral image data from a remote sensing system is collected by
the sensor system viewing the portion of Earth of interest. Illustrated in Figure 4.1 is an
overview of the complete information system where the sun is used as the illumination
source and the sensor system measures the reflected or emitted energy from that area.
The collected data is then transmitted to the Earth processing station where some type
of preprocessing is often performed, then some appropriate data analysis algorithms
are applied for information extraction, and the resulting information is delivered to
users for utilization.
As seen from Figure 4.1, a key element is the merging of ancillary data with the

4.1 Introduction

Figure 4.1: A conceptual overview of a remote sensing system (Landgrebe, 1999)

data stream and the use of human perception and guidance in the processing of the
data. This key element typically takes place during the preprocessing and information
extraction steps and is the part over which the analyst has the greatest control and where
choices can be made with regard to algorithm selection and performance optimization
to the specific data set and use (Landgrebe, 1999).
In recent years, hyperspectral imagers have been developed that can measure spectra at more than 200 narrow, contiguous bands. With the increasing number of bands
which extend to near, short-, mid-, and long-wave infrared and ultraviolet spectral regions, the remotely-sensed hyperspectral imagery provides finer spectral resolution.
Yet it presents challenges for data visualization techniques for displaying the overwhelming amount of information contained in such datasets on a tristimulus monitor in
an efficient or useful manner. It is vital for human to interact with the data to facilitate
understanding and analysis of hyperspectral scenes, to direct computerized methods,
to validate automated analysis, and to make appropriate decisions and interpretations
(Jacobson and Gupta, 2005).
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4.2

The Three Views of Spectral Images

Before we proceed to introduce and develop any spectral image visualization techniques, it is thought necessary to understand the structure and properties of spectral
data. Multi- and hyper-spectral imagery is, by its very nature, a high-dimensional
source of data. Images are collected as cubes, with two spatial dimensions and one
spectral dimension. The spatial dimensions are typically several hundreds of pixels
wide and can be thousands of pixels long. However, even a single pixel constitutes a
high-dimensional set of data as the spectrum of the pixel is typically collected in more
than a hundred, narrow, contiguous bands. There are three principle ways in which
multispectral data can be represented quantitatively and visualized (Landgrebe, 1999).
These three ways are referred to as image space, spectral space and feature space as
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Three views of spectral data
Because of the importance of understanding the three views of spectral data for
developing data analysis methods, information extraction algorithms, and visualization
techniques, the three spaces are described in a bit detail below.
Image Space This is a quite natural first thought about how to view a data set. The
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pixels are displayed in geometric relationship to one another and provide a picture of
the ground scene. Such a data presentation may only display the data in one or three
bands at a time, it does not carry a large proportion of the information contained in the
multiband data, and between-band relationships are not very apparent. But it is very
useful in providing an overview of the data and can often make apparent to the analyst
certain kinds if faults in the data. Tasks of manual image interpretation are usually carried out in this space (Landgrebe, 1999). This work also focuses on this space since the
goal was to develop image-based visualization techniques for displaying hyperspectral
scenes.
Spectral Space It shows how the response measured in an individual pixel varies
as a function of wavelength and is most often used at the data gathering and the data
exploration steps. Most exploitation analyses are done in this space. It can provide
analysts a direct link to physical properties of the contents of the pixel area and enable
them to relate the spectral response to the type of material it results from. But such a response vs. wavelength curve does not provide the whole story so far as the relationship
between spectral response and information available from the scene is concerned.
Feature space This is a very useful way of representing spectral responses, especially convenient for machine processing by use of various algorithms. Suppose one
samples the spectral response at d different wavelengths, the point representing each
spectral response would be a point in d-dimensional space. It is a mathematical representation of what a multispectral sensor does, i.e., sampling the spectral response in
each of d spectral bands. The result is then a d-dimensional vector containing all the
available spectral information about that pixel.
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Table 4.1: Visualization requirements related to the steps in the research cycle.
STEP
Data gathering

1
2
3
4

4.3

PURPOSE

VISUALIZATION REQUIREMENTS

First data screening

Speed and easy of use

Data exploration

Generation of hypothesis

Versatile and flexible, interaction needed

Data analysis

Pattern recognition techniques

Versatile and flexible, no interaction

Presentation

Presentation and publication of the results

Eye-catching, informative picture

Visualization Requirements

The design of a visualization scheme depends on the application contexts, data characteristics, and the specific task at hand. In a research cycle comprising data gathering,
data exploration, data analysis, and presentation of results, each step may have some
general requirements for the choice of a visualization representation. As tabulated in
Table 4.1 (Polder and Heijden, 2001), in the data-gathering step, the purpose of visualization is to make a first screen of the incoming data stream. This requires that the
visualization scheme be speedy and easy for use. In the data exploration step, the main
purpose is to generate hypotheses, which requires that the visualization is versatile
and flexible and interactive techniques may be needed. In the data analysis step, the
purpose is to extract information using pattern recognition techniques. The requirements for this visualization are also versatility and flexiblility. Most often, automatic
algorithms are used so that no interaction is necessary in this step. Last, in the results
presentation step, it is required that the visualization be eye-catching and informative.
These general requirements in each step actually have a broad meaning and are not
quite specified, so they can only serve as a rough guide for the design of visualization
schemes.
Although the ultimate goal of visualization for hyperspectral imagery may be to
enable the discriminability of different spectra in the scene, it is inevitable that all

4.3 Visualization Requirements

three-channel image-based representations of an original N-band (with N>3) spectral
data set will necessarily result in some information loss. With this in mind, researchers
in scientific visualization have proposed some task-independent design goals for visualization of hyperspectral imagery. For example, anthropometric optimality was
proposed by Tyo, et al. (2003) who states that information should be presented in a
way that maximizes usefulness to the human observer and ecological invariance which
states that representations should remain qualitatively similar over natural variation. A
large goal was also proposed by Robertson and O’Callaghan (1988) who states that
displays of hyperspectral image should communicate data as effectively and unambiguously as possible. To support and achieve those larger goals, a number of design
goals were proposed by Jacobson and Gupta (2005), such as consistent rendering, edge
preservation, computational ease, natural palette, equal-energy white point, smallest
effective differences, and appropriate preattentive features, etc.
In this work, we develop appropriate visualization methodologies and techniques
based on knowledge of human color perception and visual modeling, and focus on
creating overall representations that facilitate image understanding and analysis. This
is in line with some of the primary goals such as:
1. Information maximization: the representation should present as much information as possible in an effective and useful manner and enable an overall inspection of the hyperspectral scene.
2. Consistency: consistent rendering means that a spectrum is always displayed as
the same color value whenever and wherever it appears. This consistent representation from scene to scene will facilitate comparison across images.
3. Edge preservation: human eyes are very sensitive to edge information in an im-
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age, so it is important that edges of the original hyperspectral scene are appropriately represented in the visualization.
4. Computational ease: quick rendering is desired to enable real-time interactivity.
5. Natural palette: since humans are well adapted to interpret natural scenes, it
is desired to have a visualization representation with natural appearance that is
consistent with natural imagery. This goal will actually include the consistency
rule and the edge preservation rule stated above.
These goals provide guidance for the task-independent design of visualization schemes,
but it may not be possible or necessary to satisfy all goals simultaneously and not all
goals are important for all tasks. To evaluate the effectiveness of different techniques,
the best criterion will require a highly specified task and psychophysical experiments
will be required in order to determine how well a certain visualization enables the
specific task.

4.4

Review of Visualization Techniques for Spectral Images

Many techniques have been developed to visualize multi- and hyper-spectral images
in each of the steps in the research cycle, from simple graphical techniques such as the
standard volume visualization (Polder and Heijden, 2001) which gives an overview of
the whole dataset; spectral movie (Schowengerdt, 1997) which displays all the spectral bands sequentially in rapid succession; and statistics images as used by Landgrebe
(Landgrebe, 1999) for displaying the second-order statistics of hyperspectral image
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data as a pseudocolor map, to image-based approaches based on band selection, spectral weighting, human color vision model, data projection, and image fusion.

4.4.1

Band Selection Methods

Traditionally, one can select three widely spaced bands and map them to display R, G,
B channels in the hope that they are minimally correlated and able to capture largescale image variation. For example, one can present a long-, mid-, and short-wave
visible band as an RGB image to approximate what a human observer would see.
Since these bands are spectrally separated, they are likely to be minimally correlated.
In the case where the chosen three bands are highly correlated, a decorrelation stretch
algorithm (Alley, 1996) can be used to remove the inter-channel correlation and enhance (stretch) the color separation in the final image. Another conventional approach
is to choose three specific bands to highlight a particular spectral feature, for example,
the absorption peak of water. For this highly specialized mapping, it is possible to
predict the perceived color for highlighted materials but the results may overlook other
important spectral signatures.

4.4.2

Spectral Weighting Methods

To take more than three bands into account, the number of bands can be extended to
cover the visible region of the spectrum. A true color image can be constructed by using human color matching functions. However, how can the hyperspectral information
from a portion of the spectrum not perceived by humans be presented in a manner that
is more easily understood? With the similar idea of constructing a true color image, a
false color image may be constructed by using three linear spectral weighting functions
(Jacobson and Gupta, 2005) on hyperspectral imagery, such as stretched human color
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matching functions, Gaussian functions, piece-wise linear functions, etc.

4.4.3

Method Based on IHS Model

This approach is related to human color perception and is based on the intensity-huesaturation (IHS) model as proposed by Beauchemin and Fung (1999). In this method,
intensity represents the amount of light and can be defined as the maximum value of
the spectral distribution or a measure integrating the signal in each band such as the
mean value of signals in all bands; hue corresponds to the dominant wavelength of the
spectral distribution and can be expressed as its mean wavelength; and saturation can
be measured by a parameter that describes how the distribution peaks around hue, such
as the standard deviation. Once IHS components are obtained from the spectral data,
they can be transformed to RGB for display.

4.4.4

Methods Based on Data Projection

The above approaches take into account the trichromatic nature of human color vision
and perceptual color attributes to some degree, but do not take into account the statistics of the scene. Due to the very close spectral sampling of hyperspectral sensors,
hyperspectral imagery is generally highly correlated between bands. The dimensionality of such data set may be reduced and some interesting subsets of the original data
may be obtained and then used as a visualization tool.
Data projection is one of the common methods to reduce data dimensionality by
projecting high-dimensional data to lower dimensions. This idea has been profitably
exploited in many ways such as principal component analysis (PCA) (Tyo et al., 2003),
singular value decomposition (SVD) (Abdi, 2007), independent component analysis
(ICA) (Hyvarinen, 2001), projection pursuit (Filzmoser et al., 2006), Kohonens self-
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organizing mappings (SOM) (Kohonen, 2001), and multidimensional scaling (MDS)
(Borg and Groenen, 1997).
In hyperspectral visualization, PCA is a widely used method for reducing the dimensionality and achieving a compact representation. One typical approach for presenting PCA images in a pseudocolor display is to directly map the first three PCs into
display R, G, B channels. However, the direct mapping method maps the orthogonal PC data into non-orthogonal display channels, which does not take advantage of
knowledge about human color vision. To create images that present the rich information available from spectral sensors in a readily interpretable manner, it was thought
helpful to incorporate knowledge of human color processing into display strategies for
spectral imagery. As an attempt of such approach, Tyo et al. (2003) mapped the first
three PCs into HSV conical space with a method of manually locating the origin by
identifying pixels with spectral characteristics that can be assumed to lie in the same
direction within the cone.
Another method was also proposed for constructing color representation by means
of segmented PCA in which the hyperspectral bands are partitioned into subgroups
prior to principle components transformation, and the first principal component of each
subgroup is employed for image visualization (Tsagaris et al., 2005). The number of
bands in each subgroup is application dependent and a matched filter is employed
based on the spectral characteristics of various materials so that their method is very
promising for classification purposes.

4.4.5

Methods Based on Image Fusion

Image fusion is an important enhancement tool for multi-modal image visualization
and a complexity reduction tool for classification tasks. The image fusion techniques
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commonly used in remote sensing products were summarized in (Simone et al., 2002),
including the Hue-Intensity-Saturation (HIS) fusion model which is one of the most
popular and simple methods to fuse three bands of the spectral images into a color
image by converting three bands of low resolution images into the HIS color spaces
(Carper et al., 1990; Chavez et al., 1991; Kathleen and Philip, 1994), and replacing
the intensity with the high-resolution panchromatic image, then performing an inverse
transformation from HIS back to RGB space; the PCA based fusion method which
performs PCA on the images with bands R, G, B and derives an orthogonal coordinate
system, in a similar manner to the HIS method, the first PC component is replaced by
the panchromatic image and then transformed back to the RGB space (Chavez et al.,
1991; Kathleen and Philip, 1994) and methods using Laplacian pyramid, contrast pyramid, selection and average Pyramid.
Multiresolution fusion methods based on pyramidal decompositions (Toet, 1990;
Burt and Lolczynski, 1993; Wilson and et al., 1997) and wavelet transform (Mitra
et al., 1995) can generally be categorized in two classes: those working on the zero
order properties of the images, and those using higher order information such as first or
second derivatives (Socolinsky and Wolf, 1999; Socolinsky and Wolf, 2002). The latter
is referred to as contrast fusion methods since they are well adapted to the physiological
basis of contrast perception in the low-level human vision system.
Contrast-based fusion methods operate by computing some measure of contrast for
each pixel in each band. These methods typically rely on the absolute magnitude of
derivatives as a means of determining which bands of a multimodal image dominate
the result at a given point. A decision based on pixel-wise or neighborhood-wise rules
is then made as to how to combine these contrast measures into one. A common rule
is to choose the maximum contrast among bands and prescribe that as the contrast for
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the fused image with the rational that large contrast correlates with visually relevant
image features, and an image having that contrast is then constructed by a method
depending on the nature of the algorithm (Socolinsky and Wolf, 1999; Socolinsky and
Wolf, 2002).
Based on the multiresolution (or wavelet) decomposition and reconstruction methods, Wilson et al. (1997) developed a perceptual-based image fusion method with an
added ability to tailor the decision rule to human contrast sensitivity. It uses the spatial frequency response (contrast sensitivity) of the human vision system to determine
which features in the input images need to be preserved in the composite image(s),
thus ensuring the composite image maintains the visually relevant features from each
input image.
In addition, there exist image fusion techniques based on visual processing models,
such as the fusion system developed by ALPHATECH (Fay et al., 2000) whose architectures are based on biological models of the spatial and opponent-color processes in
the human retina and visual cortex. This technique is inspired by insights into how
the visual system contrasts and combines information from different spectral bands
and takes advantage of the concepts derived from neural models of visual processing,
such as adaptive contrast enhancement, opponent-color contrast, multi-scale contour
completion, and multi-scale texture enhancement.
The spatial and opponent-color processing in the human retina and visual cortex are
implemented as shunting center-surround feed-forward neural networks. The outputs
from the three different types of cones in the retina are then contrast enhanced within a
band by ON and OFF center-surround spatial opponent processing at the bipolar cells.
In later stages (ganglion cells in retina, and V1) these signals are contrast enhanced by
center-surround processing between the different bands. This opponent-color process-
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ing separates (or decorrelates) the complementary information that each band contains.
Another example is the multiresolution fusion scheme based on retinal visual channels decomposition as presented in the literature (Ghassemian, 2001). This approach
is motivated by analytical results obtained from retina based image analysis which
found that the energy for packing the spectral features are distributed in the lower frequency subbands, and that for spatial features, edges, are distributed in the higher frequency subbands. By adding the high-scale spatial features (extracted from a panchromatic image) to the low-scale spatial features (from hyperspectral images), the visualchannel procedure can thus enhance the multispectral images. The computational retinal model is based on a Difference-Of-Gaussian operator which describes the receptive
field properties of the ganglion cells.

4.4.6

Summary

This section briefly reviewed the techniques proposed in the literature for multispectral image visualization. These techniques may achieve some of the goals as set forth
in section 4.3, but they neither take full advantage of the knowledge of human visual
system nor take into account the scene statistics. Some of the image fusion based visualization techniques are inspired by the insights into how the visual system contrasts
and combines information from different spectral bands, but they are mostly designed
for multi-modal sensor images with only a few spectral bands and may not be suitable
for visualizing hyperspectral data sets.
In this work, two visualization techniques were developed for hyperspectral imagery based on principles of human color perception and models of the human visual
system. The first approach, perceptual display strategies based on PCA and ICA, will
be introduced in the following section 4.5 and the second approach, hybrid display al-
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gorithm based on a visual attention model, will be introduced in the following section
4.6.

4.5

Perceptual Display Strategies Based on PCA and
ICA

4.5.1

Background

It is well known that the human vision system processes color by means of an achromatic channel and two opponent-chromatic channels, which is called the opponentcolor model of human color perception. One mathematical explanation for this opponent color encoding was based on a PC analysis of the spectral sensitivities of the three
types of photoreceptors (Buchsbaum and Gottschalk, 1983). It was demonstrated that
the achromatic, red-green opponent, and yellow-blue opponent color processing channels represent statistically non-covariant information pathways. Performing a similar
PC analysis on hyperspectral imagery that are often highly correlated between bands
can produce uncorrelated output bands. This is done by finding a new set of orthogonal axes that have their origin at the data mean and are rotated so the data variance
is maximized. The PCs are the eigenvectors of the correlation or covariance matrix,
and the transformed PC bands are linear combinations of the original spectral bands
and are uncorrelated. The first PC accounts for as much of the variability in the data
as possible, and each succeeding component accounts for as much of the remaining
variability as possible. Generally, the first 3 PC bands can explain more than 95% of
the entire variance. A display strategy can be developed by mapping the first three
uncorrelated orthogonal PCs to an opponent color space.
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As opposed to uncorrelated orthogonal PCA, ICA is a statistical and computational
technique that extracts independent source signals by searching for a linear or nonlinear transformation that minimizes the statistical dependence between components
(Hyvarinen, 2001). It finds a non-orthogonal coordinate system in any multivariate
data that minimizes mutual information among the axial projections of the input data.
The directions of the axes of this coordinate system are determined by both secondorder and higher-order statistics of the original data. The goal of ICA is to perform a
transform that makes the resulting source outputs as statistically independent of each
other as possible. ICA has also been considered as a method to analyze natural scenes.
Some interesting research (Lee et al., 2000; Wachtler et al., 2001) has been conducted
to investigate the spatial and chromatic structures of natural scenes by decomposing
the spectral images into a set of linear basis functions using ICA. In (Wachtler et al.,
2001) ICA was applied to spectral images to determine an efficient representation of
color in natural scenes. Their finding suggests that non-orthogonal opponent encoding of photoreceptor signals leads to higher coding efficiency and is a result of the
properties of natural spectra. This may be another explanation for why the human
vision system processes color via opponent channels. Therefore, in addition to PCA,
ICA may be used to reveal the underlying statistical properties of color information in
natural scenes.
Because of their underlying relationships to the opponent color model of human
color perception, PCA and ICA are used in this work to reduce the data dimensionality
in order to make the data more amenable to visualization in three-dimensional color
space.
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4.5.2

Perceptual rendering strategies

As described in the previous section 4.4, one conventional method for presenting PC
images in a tristimulus display is to directly map the first three PCs to display R, G, B.
In this way, however, the orthogonal PC data is mapped into non-orthogonal display
channels, and it does not take advantage of knowledge about human color vision. To
incorporate knowledge of human color processing into the display strategies, Tyo, et
al. (Tyo et al., 2003) mapped the first three PCs into HSV conical color space but with
a manual method for locating the mapping origin. In this work, PCA and ICA-based
perceptual visualization schemes are developed based on principles of human vision
and color perception for more efficient data presentation and interpretation. These
strategies map the first three PCs or ICs to several opponent color spaces including
CIELAB, HSV, YCbCr, and YUV, and an automatic method is proposed for setting
the mapping origin.
Color Spaces
As already described in the color scales design section in Part II, it has been widely
recognized that to specify and control color representations in perceptual terms rather
than device specifications is more intuitive and may make such representation more
accurate and effective (Robertson and O’Callaghan, 1988). Ideally, a uniform color
space, dependent on the color discriminating ability of the human visual system, is
desired so that perceived differences in color accurately reflect numerical data differences. However, considering that the error due to uniformity may be minor compared
to the much larger and systemic errors caused by the effect of spatial induction, which
can alter the apparent lightness, hue, or saturation of a surrounded color quite substantially, exact uniformity of the color space is unlikely critical. The following briefly
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introduces the four opponent color spaces used in this investigation, CIELAB, HSV,
YCbCr, and YUV.
CIELAB is a widely accepted device independent perceptual color space derived
from experiments on the perception of just-noticeable color differences. In CIELAB
space, the lightness axis is defined as orthogonal to the two opponent color axes. Hue
and Chroma can be defined using the two opponent color axes.
HSV is a commonly used model in computer graphics applications. In this model,
value (lightness) is decoupled from the color information that is described by hue and
saturation. It is more intuitive than display RGB model.
YCrCb is the standard for DVD video. It is the method of color encoding for
transmitting color video images while maintaining compatibility with black and white
video. In this color space, Y is the luminance component and Cr and Cb are the
chrominance components. This model uses less bandwidth and has advantages in signal compression.
YUV is another widely used color space for digital video in which the Y channel
contains luminance information while the U and V channels carry color information.
This model is very similar to YCrCb in that they both separate chrominance from
luminance but they are not identical.
Perceptual Mapping
The underlying relationships between PC and IC analysis of hyperspectral imagery and
the opponent color model of human color perception as described in the background
section suggest an ergonomic approach for display of the data, in which the first PC
or IC is mapped to the achromatic channel while the second and third PCs or ICs
are mapped to the red-green and yellow-blue chromatic channels in a color space,
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respectively. Specifically, for each color space, the mapping strategy is as following:
1. For CIELAB: P C1 → L∗ , P C2 → a∗ , P C3 → b∗
2. For HSV (as in Tyo, et al.): tan−1 (P C3 /P C2 ) → H, P C1 → V ,
p
P C22 + P C32 /P C1 → S
3. For YCrCb: P C1 → Y , P C2 → Cr, P C3 → Cb
4. For YUV: P C1 → Y , P C2 → U , P C3 → V
Setting the Mapping Origin
Given the mapping strategies, one important problem still remains in the practical implementation: to make a good visualization of the data with enhanced visual appearance, how does one set the mapping origin?
In color science, there is a gray world assumption (Buchsbaum, 1980) about the
general nature of color components in images that states that given an image with
sufficient amount of color variations, the average color should be a common gray. This
assumption is generally made for color balance and color constancy problems, but it
may be a choice for the setting of mapping origins. Therefore, rather than directly
mapping the origin in PCA or ICA space into the origin in specified color space or
manually setting the origin by a supervised method (Tyo et al., 2003), with the gray
world assumption, an automatic method is obtained to set the mean value of the PCA
or ICA data as the origin in PCA or ICA space. Then a piecewise linear mapping is
performed. After the mapping, stretching (normalization) or clipping may be applied
when necessary in order to fit the data range into the display gamut.
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4.5.3

Testing

Data Sets
Two sets of data were used in this study for initial analysis. One is an urban image of an
area near San Francisco from the Hyperion sensor (http://eo1.usgs.gov/sampleurban.php)
on the Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) spacecraft. This sensor can image a 7.5 km by 100
km land area per image in 220 spectral bands ranging from 0.4 to 2.5 um with a 30meter resolution per pixel. After the removal of some bad bands, only 196 spectral
bands were used. The other image data set is a spectral subset of the 1995 overflight
of Cuprite Mining District, NV from the AVIRIS sensor. This sensor has 224 spectral
bands also ranging from 0.4 to 2.5 um in wavelength. The data used in this study is
from the ENVI software package and only covers 50 equally spaced spectral bands
from 1.99 to 2.48 m (AVIRIS bands 172 to 221). For both datasets, the radiance data
was used in the following PCA and ICA processing.
PCA and ICA Processing
The PCA was implemented in MATLAB using functions cov to calculate the covariance matrix and pcacov to do the eigen analysis. For the Hyperion data, the
percentage of the variance explained by the first three PCs is 74.56%, 21.54%, and
1.95%, respectively, resulting in a total of up to 98.05% of the entire variance. For
the AVIRIS data, the first three PCs contained 98.51% of the entire variance with
the first PC explained 90.00%, the second PC 6.35%, and the third PC 2.16%. The
ICA was accomplished using the free JadeICA package (http://www.tsi.enst.fr/ cardoso/guidesepsou.html), which includes a MATLAB program that implements off-line
ICA based on the (joint) diagonalization of cumulant matrices.
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Results
The resulting images by using different opponent color spaces are shown in Figures
4.3 -4.6. Figure 4.3 is for the Hyperion data with PCA processing and Figure 4.4 is for
the Hyperion data with ICA processing. Figure 4.5 is for the AVIRIS data with PCA
processing and Figure 4.6 is for the AVIRIS data with ICA processing.
In this work of Part III, all the images were rendered for a standard color space
sRGB (Stokes and Anderson, 1996) instead of using a colorimetric model for a specific LCD monitor as in Part I and Part II. In this way, the rendering intent was to
match typical home and office viewing conditions rather than the darker environment
typically used for psychophysical experiments.
In addition to the perceptual renderings of the hyperspectral imagery based on PCA
and ICA, Shown in Figure 4.7 are the images by directly mapping the three PCs and ICs
to display R, G, B for both data sets. This conventional mapping method for presenting
PC images in a pseudocolor display solves the problem of seemingly arbitrary choice
of bands to map into an RGB image. Since the PCs and ICs sample the entire spectral
space, prominent spectral features will be more likely included in the final color image
and the PC-based method also reduces the chance of any feature being completely
missed. However, the drawback of the direct mapping method is that the orthogonal
PC data is mapped into non-orthogonal display channels, and it does not take advantage
of knowledge about human color vision.
Several other methods were also implemented. The results from these techniques
are shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 and can serve as a baseline for comparison purposes.
The images shown in Figure 4.8A and Figure 4.9A are three widely spaced bands
(see Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 captions for band wavelengths) mapped to display R,
G, B channels. This method is simple and convenient, but the drawbacks are that
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Figure 4.3: The rendering images in different color spaces for the Hyperion data processed by PCA. A. PCA to CIELAB. B. PCA to HSV with clipping S. C. PCA to HSV
with normalizing S. D. PCA to YCrCb. E. PCA to YUV.
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Figure 4.4: The rendering images in different color spaces for the Hyperion data processed by ICA. A. ICA to CIELAB. B. ICA to HSV with clipping S. C. ICA to HSV
with normalizing S. D. ICA to YCrCb. E. ICA to YUV.
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Figure 4.5: The rendering images in different color spaces for the AVIRIS data processed by PCA. A. PCA to CIELAB. B. PCA to HSV with clipping S. C. PCA to HSV
with normalizing S. D. PCA to YCrCb. E. PCA to YUV.
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Figure 4.6: The rendering images in different color spaces for the AVIRIS data processed by ICA. A. ICA to CIELAB. B. ICA to HSV with clipping S (directly using
translated ICs to calculate S and H). C. ICA to HSV with Clipping S (first mapping
ICs to opponent space, then calculate S and H). D. ICA to YCrCb. E. ICA to YUV.
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Figure 4.7: Images by directly mapping the first three PCs or ICs to display R, G, B.
A. PCA on Hyperion. B. ICA on Hyperion. C. PCA on AVIRIS. D. ICA on AVIRIS.

there are many possibilities for choosing the three bands that will result in different
color renderings. Spectral features that do not overlap with the chosen bands will not
be presented in the final image. There is no statistical analysis being considered for
choosing the three bands in this method.
The images shown in 4.8B and Figure 4.9B used the same three bands as in 4.8A
and Figure 4.9A, but were obtained by applying the decorrelation stretch algorithm.
This algorithm (Alley, 1996) first finds the linear transformation that results in decorrelated vectors based on scene statistics, then performs a contrast stretching in the
transformed space by forming a stretching vector according to the eigenvalue vector,
and then transforms back to form the final output image which is color enhanced. This
method is best suitable to the case where the three input bands have joint Gaussian
(or near Gaussian) distribution. If the distribution of the input channels is strongly
bimodal (or multimodal), the decorrelation stretch will be less effective and will result
in images with less diversity of colors. Another limitation of the decorrelation stretch
algorithm is in that it also uses only three of the available bands to generate the output
image, which will necessarily result in information loss as all three-band representations do. Comparing 4.8B and Figure 4.9B with 4.8A and Figure 4.9A, it is seen that
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the images are color enhanced by the decorrelation algorithm.
Shown in 4.8C is a ”true color” representation of the Hyperion imagery constructed
by applying human color matching functions to the visible spectral bands. (The method
was not applied on the AVIRIS data because there are no visible bands included in the
available 50 bands). This approach is based on the trichromatic theory of human color
vision. It is known that there are rods and three types of cones (S, M, L) in human eyes.
Among the three types of cones, the S cones are sensitive to the short wavelength regions of the visible spectrum while the M and L cones are sensitive to the upper middle
range of visible light with broadly overlapping sensitivities between them. Given the
receptors’ spectral sensitivities, the stimuli’s spectra, and the spectral power distribution of illumination, the color of the stimuli can be calculated. The rendering of the
color on a display can be done by display colorimetric characterization or by utilization of standard color space such as sRGB. This method can create consistent natural
representations of spectra imagery as a human observer would see, which may facilitate understanding and analysis of the scene. It may also be useful for visualizations
incorporating the fusion of information on a base layer that is visually relevant to the
scene.
Linearly stretching the human color matching functions to cover the whole spectral
range is another approach to form a color representation as shown in 4.8D and Figure
4.9C. In fact, the human color matching functions is just one set of all possible linear
spectral weighting functions, though it may be the most meaningful one with respect
to human visual system interpretation of natural scene. Shown in 4.8E and Figure
4.9D are results using Gaussion functions as the weighting functions. This method
may work well if the weights were adjusted appropriately or may result in images
with poor contrast and diversity of color. It might be helpful to interactively adjust the
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parameters of the weighting functions.
Figure 4.8F and Figure 4.9E represent images from the IHS model (Beauchemin
and Fung, 1999). This method is simple and may produce consistent color composites.
However, it is only able to display the global characteristics of spectral distributions.

4.5.4

Discussion

The proposed perceptual mappings strategies capitalize on the underlying relationships between the PC and IC channels in hyperspectral imagery and the opponent
color-processing model of human vision system. The first PC or IC channel, which
generally contains high spatial information, is mapped into the achromatic channel,
and the second and third PC or IC, which generally contains low spatial information,
is mapped into the two opponent chromatic channels. The fact that the contrast sensitivity function in the achromatic channel is band-pass in nature and sensitive to higher
spatial frequencies while the chromatic channels are low-pass in nature with lower frequency cut-offs has the implication that the achromatic channel is critical in carrying
relatively high spatial frequency information while the chromatic channels are critical for carrying lower spatial frequency information. Therefore, this mapping strategy
nicely matches the spatial frequency structures of the PC and IC images with the spatial
sensitivity of the corresponding channels.
With the abilities of capturing the underlying cluster structure of a high-dimensional
data, the PCA and ICA based mapping strategies provide an easy way to perform firstorder unsupervised classification. The resulting images are segmented spatially based
on the projection of the local radiance distribution into the first three basis vectors.
Materials with significant spectral differences will be mapped into colors that are well
separated while materials with similar spectral features will be mapped into similar col-
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Figure 4.8: Resulting images from several different visualization methods for the
Hyperion data. A. Three widely spaced bands at λ1 = 0.569µm, λ2 = 1.033µm,
λ3 = 1.639µm. B. Decorrelation stretched version of A. C. The true color image constructed using human color matching functions in the visible bands. D. Stretching the
color matching functions and applying to the whole spectrum. E. Gaussian functions
as spectral weighting. F. IHS model.
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Figure 4.9: Resulting images from several different visualization methods for the
AVIRIS data. A. Three widely spaced bands at λ1 = 2.101µm, λ2 = 2.2008µm,
λ3 = 2.3402µm. B. Decorrelation stretched version of A. C. Stretched color matching
functions as spectral weighting. D. Gaussian functions as spectral weighting. E. IHS
model.
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ors. However, it is possible that this mapping method may not be able to distinguish
some closely related materials that can be differentiated by some other processing. The
rendered images are best suited to large-scale features, not for identifying small, isolated targets because of their litter effect on the overall covariance matrix (Tyo et al.,
2003). Since the mapping is only for visualization purpose, it is not a classifier or a
feature detector and it does not make decisions. It only offers a way for an analyst to
take a first look at the data. By visually inspecting the images, analysts attention may
be directed to appropriate area of interest for furthering processing and analysis.
Both PCA and ICA use the in-scene statistics to compute the basis vectors. It is
likely that the most important features can be highlighted for the particular imagery.
The images from the perceptual rendering are well color-balanced. The color attribute
saturation is equivalent to a confidence measure while the hue is equivalent to a material classification.
The disadvantages of the perceptual rendering strategies are: 1. Due to the three
dimensional nature of human color vision, it is inevitable that any three channel representation of high dimensional spectral data will result in information loss. 2. Because
of the use of in-scene statistics, the derived basis vectors are scene dependent, which
makes the mapping not scene invariant. Materials may be presented in hues that are not
intuitive to the observer. 3. As the range of wavelengths increases, it might be necessary to have more than three components to capture an equivalent amount of variance
in the data.

4.5.5

Conclusions

Perceptual rendering schemes based on PCA and ICA were described and discussed.
An automatic method for setting the mapping origin has been developed based on the
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gray world assumption. The resulting images are well color balanced and can differentiate between certain types of materials. They offer a first look capability or initial
unsupervised classification without making any formal decisions for a wide variety of
spectral scenes. The initial look at the data or initial classification feature can form a
backdrop for displays of the results of more sophisticated processing.
Several other commonly used visualization techniques were also implemented. The
set of resulting images provides a way to go back and forth to make visualization of
the data set more thorough or material classification more obvious.
Alhough the resulting images may be visually appealing, they may assign different hues for pixels that are identified as belonging to the same class. It is expected
that a good visualization technique based on PCA or ICA should be able to illustrate
the cluster feature of PCA or ICA. Based on the knowledge of the perception and understanding of different color attributes, it is desired to have a different hue for each
class. Therefore, supervised mapping schemes may be further explored by examining scatter plots of PCA or ICA data and the corresponding classification map from
other advanced classification algorithms, with the goal of showing a certain class with
a certain hue while maintaining a good hue separation among classes.
As Tyo, et al. (2003) pointed out, it is desirable to develop a general set of basis
vectors that can capture a large amount of spectral information and be applicable to a
variety of imageries so that standard mapping could be developed in a manner more
intuitive to observers. However, the question still remains open as to whether a general
set of basis vectors can be derived.
In this study, the differences between PCA and ICA were only compared based
on visual inspection. Both methods resulted in very similar rendering, but there did
exist some image dependency between them. Further assessment of their differences,
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which is beyond the scope of this project, may be conducted through psychophysical
evaluation by formulating appropriate questions and tasks.
With the disadvantages (as described in the previous section) of the PCA and ICA
based perceptual rendering methods in mind, a hybrid display algorithm, as will be described in the next section, was developed based on a visual attention model to address
the non-consistency issue of the false color representations.

4.6

Hybrid Display Algorithm Based on a Visual Attention Model

4.6.1

Introduction

Based on the design goals as described in section 4.3, in the case where the requirements and task are not specific and explicit, it is desirable that a visualization technique
will enable overall inspection of hyperspectral scenes and facilitate further image understanding and analysis in conjunction with future specific tasks. It is also desirable
that the visualization representation be meaningful and consistent with human visual
interpretation of natural scenes. To this end, an intuitive approach is to construct a
true color image as human would see. This can be achieved by applying the CIE 1931
color matching functions on the visible bands, and converting the CIEXYZ image to
display device coordinates using the sRGB or similar model. However, this will miss
the information contained in the invisible bands. As discussed in the previous section,
due to its fine spectral sampling, hyperspectral data are often highly correlated between
bands. PCA is often used to reduce the dimensionality, and the first three PCs can provide a compact representation of most of the scene information. Considering that the
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PCA representation may distinguish some features that are not perceivable in the visible bands, we develop another visualization scheme that takes advantage of both the
consistent natural appearance of the true color image and the feature separation of the
PCA image. This scheme is based on a human visual attention model and is referred
to as hybrid display algorithm.

4.6.2

Visual Attention Model

At the heart of the hybrid display algorithm is a visual saliency-based computational
model. It is known that visual perception is an inherently active and selective process
by which people attend to a subset of the available information for further processing
along the visual pathway. Visual saliency is a broad term that refers to the idea that
certain parts of a scene are more discriminating or distinctive than others and may
create some form of significant visual arousal within the early stages of the human
visual system. Numerous approaches for building visual saliency models may be found
in cognitive psychology and computer vision (Milanese, 1993), and research on visual
saliency typically follows one of two approaches: the bottom-up or stimulus-driven
approach, and the top-down or task-dependent approach. In our case, for visualizing
a hyperspectral scene without a specific task in mind, we focused on the bottom-up,
stimulus-driven approach in this work. The Walther (Walther and Koch, 2006) and Itti
implementation (Itti et al., 1998) of the biologically inspired saliency-based model of
bottom-up attention proposed in (Koch and Ullman, 1985) provides a framework for
extracting features and forming saliency maps.
Shown in Figure 4.10 is the general architecture of the visual attention model. The
model computes a conspicuity map for each feature from low-level information that
codes salient features such as color, luminance, and orientation contrast. The feature
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extraction is accomplished using a set of linear center-surround operations simulating
visual receptive fields as the difference between fine and coarse scales followed by
appropriate normalizations. The extracted feature maps are then across-scale combined
into corresponding conspicuity maps, and finally the conspicuity maps are merged into
a saliency map by linear combinations.

Figure 4.10: General architecture of the saliency-based visual attention model (adapted
from Itti et al. (1998)).

4.6.3

Hybrid Display Algorithm

The idea of the hybrid display algorithm is to use the true color image as a base image and show the regions where PCA image has more salient features than the true
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color image with the corresponding PCA data. The key part of processing is to extract
the informative regions in the scene, within the framework of the saliency-based visual attention model. In the original model, the role of low-level visual features such
as color, luminance, and orientation contrast, has been emphasized in constructing
saliency maps, however, other types of feature such as image characteristics or statistical structures are not accounted for, and it does not take into account the contrast sensitivity of the visual system. Recent studies determining which image characteristics
predict where people fixate when viewing natural images found that fixation probability was dominated by high spatial frequency edge information (Baddeley and Tatler,
2006). Therefore, in this work, the model is extended to include some high-level information such as the second order statistical structure of the image in the form of a local
variance map and also takes into account the human contrast sensitivity function.
Based on the extended framework, a topographic map of relative perceptual saliency
was generated for both the true color image and the PCA image. A difference map between the saliency map of the true color image and that of the PCA image is derived
and used as a mask on the true color image (serving as a base image) to select a small
number of interesting locations where the PCA image has more salient features than
available in the visible bands. The overview of the hybrid display algorithm is shown
in Figure 4.11, and the detailed steps involved in the extended visual attention model
are illustrated in Figure 4.12 The following subsection describes in detail the steps that
were taken to construct the visualization representation based on the extended visual
attention model.
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Figure 4.11: Overview of the hybrid display algorithm.

Figure 4.12: Processing steps for deriving saliency map.
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Input image pre-processing
To separately model the contribution of color and intensity to saliency, it is important
to map the RGB values of the input color image onto an opponent color space in a way
that largely eliminates the influence of the achromatic channel on the red-green and
yellow-blue chromatic channels. CIELAB and YCbCr may serve as two candidates
for such opponent color spaces. In this work, CIELAB is used for its wide acceptance and perceptual uniformity. The pre-processing stage takes the RGB image as
input and converts it to CIEXYZ space by using sRGB model, then calculates their
corresponding CIELAB values for each pixel.
The intensity map is then defined as:
M1 = L

(4.1)

The red-green and yellow-blue opponencies are defined by:
MRG = a

(4.2)

MY B = b

(4.3)

Since at low luminance level, hue variations are not perceivable and hence are not
salient, MRG and MY B are set to zeros at locations with L < 10 (Lmax = 100).
Spatial filtering by the contrast sensitivity function
It is known that the human visual system has non-uniform sensitivity to different frequencies. The contrast sensitivity function describes the relationship between contrast
sensitivity and spatial frequency and differs for achromatic and chromatic stimuli. For
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the achromatic channel, contrast sensitivity can be described as a band pass spatial filter, while for the chromatic channels, the human visual system is much less sensitive at
high frequencies and can be described as a low-pass filter, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
To weight the frequency response of an image by the contrast sensitivity function,
the visibility of certain features will be enhanced or inhibited according to how sensitive the human visual system is to the particular frequency. In this work, spatial
filtering is only performed on the achromatic channel given it’s importance to convey
shape/structure information of an image and the fact that its mathematical description
is generally well formulated. There are many models of contrast sensitivity, of varying complexity, that can be used to generate frequency modulation functions, such as
the Barten (Barten, 1999) , Daly (Daly, 1993), and Movshon (Movshon and Kiorpes,
1998) models. The contrast sensitivity function used in this work to model the weights
is the Movshon model as given in Eq. (4.4) (Movshon and Kiorpes, 1998; Roxanne,
2005). This model had similar performance as the Barten and Daly models on predicting image difference within a single viewing condition (Johnson and Fairchild, 2002)
and is adopted in this work for its simplicity. Its 2-D form is plotted in Figure 4.13.
1.1

CSF = 2.6 (0.0192 + 0.114f ) e−(0.114f )

(4.4)

The maximum frequency at which a response is found is given in Eq.(4.5).

fmax =

1
∆X

(4.5)

Where ∆X refers to the sampling distance in the spatial domain, and is found by
dividing the width of the viewing screen in degrees by the width of the viewing screen
in pixels. Thus, fmax is given in units of cycles per degree.
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Figure 4.13: 2-D contrast sensitivity function

Gaussian pyramid
A dyadic Gaussian pyramid is generated for both the intensity map and the two opponentcolor maps by progressively low-pass filtering them with a linearly separable Gaussian
filter and down-sampling at several spatial scales σ = [0, 2, 4, 6, 8] (Burt and Adelson,
1983). The level σ has a resolution of 1/2σ times the original image resolution and
(1/2σ )2 of the total number of pixels.
Orientation maps
Local orientation information Mθ (σ) is obtained by applying Gabor filters to the intensity pyramid levels MI (σ) :
Mθ (σ) = kMI (σ) ∗ G0 (θ) k + kMI (σ) ∗ Gπ/2 (θ) k
where Gψ (x, y, θ) = exp



02
2 y 02
− x +γ
2δ 2



(4.6)


0
cos 2π xλ + ψ is a Gabor filter with aspect
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ratio γ, standard deviation δ, wavelength λ, phase ψ. The coordinates (x0 , y 0 ) are
transformed with respect to orientation θ:
x0 = x cos (θ) + y sin (θ)

(4.7)

y 0 = −x sin (θ) + y cos (θ)

(4.8)

And, θ = {0o , 45o , 90o , 135o } is the preferred orientation.

The Gabor filters approximate the receptive field sensitivity profile (impulse response) of orientation-selective neurons in primary visual cortex. Orientation feature
maps are derived from subtraction between the center and surround scales as will be
described in the feature extraction section below. As a group, the feature maps at four
angles encode local orientation contrast.
Feature Extraction
The low-level feature maps for color, intensity, and orientation, are generated by acrossscale subtraction Θ between a center fine scale and a surround coarser scale in the
pyramids. This simulated human visual center-surround receptive fields
Fl,c,s = N (|Ml (c)ΘMl (s)|) ∀l ∈ L = LI ∪ LC ∪ LO

(4.9)

with LI = I, LC = {RG, Y B}, LO = {0o , 45o , 90o , 135o }, and N (·) is an iterative,
nonlinear normalization operator, which simulates local competition between neighboring salient locations. Self-excitation and neighbor-induced inhibition are imple-
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mented in each iteration step by convolving with a difference of Gaussian filter.
Local variance map
In addition to those low-level features, the high-level information such as the second
order statistical feature of the image in the form of local variance map is also included
in the framework. The local variance feature map FV is calculated as the standard
deviation of a 3-by-3 neighborhood around the corresponding pixel in the intensity
image MI .
Conspicuity maps
The feature maps are combined into conspicuity maps by across-scale addition, and
the sums over the center-surround combinations are normalized again:

F̄l = N

4

⊕



c+4

⊕ Fl,c,s

∀l ∈ L

(4.10)

c=2 s=c+3

For color features, the contributions of the red-green and yellow-blue are summed
and normalized once more to yield a color ”conspicuity map”. Likewise, for the orientation features, the contributions of the four angles are summed and normalized again
to yield an orientation ”conspicuity map”. For intensity features, the conspicuity map
is the same as F̄l obtained in Eq.(4.10), and for local variance features, the conspicuity
map is just the same as the local variance map FV .
!
!
P
P
CC = N
F̄l , CO = N
F̄l , CI = F̄I , CV = FV
l∈LC

l∈LO
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Saliency map
The reason for the creation of the separate conspicuity maps and their individual
normalization in the previous section is the hypothesis that similar features compete
strongly for saliency, while different modalities contribute to the final saliency map
independently (Itti et al., 1998). Therefore, all conspicuity maps are summed into one
saliency map:
S=

1
4

X

Ck

(4.11)

k∈{I,C,O,V }

Here, we assume different features contribute to the saliency map equally, but the
relevant weighting of the different maps can actually be optimized based on experimental data from eye movement tracking and fixations (Roxanne, 2005).
With the saliency map, the locations with maximum values determine where the
focus of attention should be directed at any given time. In the original model, each
pixel competes for the highest saliency value by means of a winner-take-all (WTA)
network of integrate-and-fire neurons. The WTA competition produces a series of
salient locations which should be attended to subsequently and allows the model to
simulate a scan path over the image in the order of decreasing saliency of the attended
locations. Walther (Walther and Koch, 2006) also introduced feedback connections
in the saliency computation hierarchy to estimate the extent of a proto-object based
on the maps and those salient locations, which facilitate further visual processing of
the attended proto-object. In our utilization of this model for visualization, we select
the most salient regions simply by thresholding the saliency map. By adjusting the
threshold, the area of attended regions will be changing accordingly.
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Image fusion
The above processing is performed on both the true color image and the PCA image,
and a saliency map is generated for each of them. The last step (as shown in Figure
4.11 is to combine them together with the guidance of the saliency maps such that the
features contained in the PCA image will be displayed in the true color image context.
This is accomplished by deriving a difference map between the two saliency maps and
using it as a mask on the true color image (serving as a base image) to select a small
number of interesting locations where the PCA image has more salient features than
available in the visible bands.

4.6.4

Testing Results

Most part of the processing described above were implemented within the framework
of the Saliency Toolbox, a collection of MATLAB functions and scripts for computing
the saliency map for an image, which is available at the website http://www.saliencytoolbox.net/.
The hybrid display algorithm is tested on an example hyperspectral dataset from AVIRIS,
which is downloaded from the website at http://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov/html/aviris.freedata.html.
The results including the illustration of the processing steps for obtaining the salient
regions are shown in Figure 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16.

4.6.5

Discussion and Conclusions

As seen from Figure 4.16, the hybrid visualization scheme takes advantage of both the
consistent natural appearance of the true color image and the feature separation of the
PCA image. The resulting representations preserve hue for vegetation, water, road etc.,
while the selected attentional locations may be of interest for further analysis by more
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Figure 4.14: The input images are processed by spatial filtering with the human contrast sensitivity function (only in the achromatic channel). The spatial frequencies of
the images are modulated according to how sensitive human visual system to that particular frequency. The spatially filtered images are then sent to the visual attention
model for feature extraction.
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Figure 4.15: The conspicuity maps generated from the visual attention model for lowlevel features such as color, intensity, and orientation, and for statistical features of
the images such as the local variance map. The conspicuity maps are combined into a
saliency map for each of the two input images, and finally, a difference map is derived,
which will be used as a mask for combining the true color image and the PCA image.
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Figure 4.16: Final result after applying the mask on the PCA image and combining
with the true color base image.

advanced algorithms or object-recognition processes.
This visualization scheme has been developed based on a conceptually simple computational model for saliency-driven visual attention. The architecture and components
of the model mimic the biological properties of human early vision such that the model,
like humans, is attracted to ”informative” image locations which are mostly objects of
interest, such as faces, flags, persons, buildings, or vehicles as demonstrated by Itti, et
al., and the ”anomaly” in our case. In general, the model may provide a first rough
guess of the extent of a salient region, however, it should be noted that the attended regions may not necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence to objects since the model
is purely bottom-up, stimuli driven and has no prior knowledge or assumptions about
what constitutes an object. Also, the performance of this visualization approach highly
depends on the feature types implemented in the visual attention model. Only object
features explicitly represented in at least one of the feature maps can lead to pop-out.
That is, although the visual model may detect a target that differs from surrounding
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by its unique color, intensity, orientation or statistical structure, it will not be able to
detect targets that are salient for some other unimplemented feature types.
In our implementation, we applied the same feature extraction methods on both the
PCA and true color images. It is possible to apply different feature extraction methods
on the PCA image to create conspicuity maps based on features relevant to the desired
properties of targets of interest.

4.7

Summary

Part III of the thesis work investigated methodologies for displaying hyperspectral imagery based on knowledge of human color perception and visual model. Two visualization techniques were developed. The first approach takes advantage of the underlying
relationships between PCA/ICA of hyperspectral images and human opponent color
model, and maps the first three PCs or ICs to several opponent color spaces including
CIELAB, HSV, YCbCr, and YUV. The gray world assumption has been adopted to
automatically set the mapping origins. The rendered images are well color balanced
and can offer a first look capability or initial classification for a wide variety of spectral
scenes.
The second approach combines a true color image and a PCA image based on a biologically inspired visual attention model that simulates the center-surround structure
of visual receptive fields as the difference between fine and coarse scales. The model
was extended to take into account human contrast sensitivity and include high-level
information such as the second order statistical structure in the form of local variance
map, in addition to low-level features such as color, luminance, and orientation. It generates a topographic saliency map for both the true color image and the PCA image, a
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difference map is then derived and used as a mask to select interesting locations where
the PCA image has more salient features than available in the visible bands. The resulting representations preserve a consistent natural appearance of the scene, while the
selected attentional locations may be analyzed by more advanced algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1

Summary

This thesis work has investigated the abilities of users to parse color information and
explored the design and psychophysical evaluation of color scales for univariate and
bivariate scientific image data visualization. Furthermore, in a specific application
for hyperspectral imagery display, two visualization techniques were developed based
on principles of human color processing and a visual attention model for facilitating
further image understanding and scene analysis.
Two psychophysical experiments, as described in detail in Chapter 2, analyzed the
perception and understanding of different color representations by using uniform color
patches. In Experiment I observers made color matches using three different adjustment control methods. The results showed that the Lightness, Chroma, Hue (LCH) and
the Lightness, redness/greenness, blueness/yellowness (L, r/g, y/b) adjustment controls
elicited significantly better performance than the display RGB controls in terms of both
accuracy and time. In Experiment II observers judged differences and similarities for

5.1 Summary

color attributes in pairs of colored patches. At a 95% confidence level, the results from
judging difference were significantly better than those from judging similarity. Hue
and Lightness were significantly more identifiable than Chroma, r/g, and y/b. The results indicated that people do not have ready access to the lower level color descriptors
(L, r/g, y/b) and that higher level psychological processing involving cognition and language may be necessary for even simple tasks involving color matching and describing
color differences, or some other intuitive color descriptors need to be developed.
One of the motivations for the preliminary experiments was to determine whether
there was a set of color attributes that more naturally expressed our ability to perceive
color differences. For the design of color scales for information display, we would
like to devise scales that vary uniformly along easily interpretable dimensions of color
change. Although these results do not help us determine whether there are dimensions
in color space that satisfy such design requirements, we do see better performance for
Lightness and Hue judgments. This partially provided psychophysical evidence and
guidance for the choice of color representations for color encoding in the univariate
and bivariate data display and the design of perceptual color scales in the second phase
of this thesis, as described in Chapter 3.
Perceptual color scales have been designed within CIELAB based on changes in
color appearance attributes lightness, hue and chroma. Instead of subjective evaluation, the effectiveness of these scales was evaluated through quantifiable psychophysical procedures by having observers judge the utility of the various renderings. The
results demonstrated that the performance of Spectral L* and the three diverging color
scales were significantly better than the others, indicating the importance of a large perceivable dynamic range and good contrast on achieving an informative representation
of image-based data. There was no strong image dependency for univariate display,
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indicating general guidelines derived from knowledge of human color perception may
be used for more effective color scales design in conjunction with a specific application
and task. For bivariate data, the constant hue plane scheme had a better performance
than the double cone and cylinder schemes. However, the strong image dependency
for bivariate color schemes indicated that there may be no best scheme for all types of
data.
For hyperspectral imagery from satellites, two visualization techniques have been
developed, as described in Chapter 4, for displaying the rich information contained in
more than 200 spectral bands on a three-channel monitor. The first technique takes
advantage of the underlying relationships between PCA/ICA of hyperspectral images
and human opponent color model, and maps the first three PCs or ICs to several opponent color spaces including CIELAB, HSV, YCbCr, and YUV. An automatic method
for setting the mapping origins has been developed based on the gray world assumption. The rendered images from the first approach are well color balanced and can
offer a first look capability or initial unsupervised classification without making any
formal decisions for a wide variety of spectral scenes. The initial look at the data or
initial classification feature can form a backdrop for displays of the results of more
sophisticated processing.
However, because of the use of in-scene statistics, the derived basis vectors for the
first approach are scene dependent, which makes the mapping not scene invariant and
materials may be presented in hues that are not intuitive to the observer. With the goal
of providing a meaningful representation consistent with human visual interpretation
of natural scenes, a second technique was developed by combining a true color image with a PCA image based on a biologically inspired visual attention model. The
model has been extended to take into account human contrast sensitivity and include
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high-level information such as the second order statistical structure in the form of local
variance map, in addition to low-level features such as color, luminance, and orientation. The model generates a topographic saliency map for both the true color image
and the PCA image by simulating the center-surround structure of the human visual
receptive fields. A difference map is then derived and used as a mask to select interesting locations where the PCA image has more salient features than available in the
visible bands. The resulting representations preserve consistent natural appearance of
the scene, while the selected attentional locations may be analyzed by more advanced
algorithms.

5.2

Future Work

In the first phase of the thesis, two psychophysical experiments were conducted to
analyze people’s ability to scale and parse color information in specific color spaces
by using specific sets of color dimensions. The results were not promising. Future
work will include investigation of different color descriptors and the ultimate goal will
be developing a color space that intuitively matches our internal representation of color.
The design of an effective visualization scheme depends on the specific application
and task at hand. In the second phase of the thesis, univariate and bivariate color
schemes have been designed for scientific image data in a broad and general sense with
no specific task in mind. In the future, color scales design should be to customized and
tailored to a specific application with explicit goals, for example, visualizing a medical
image for detecting abnormal tissues. This would make the color scales design more
efficient and ease the evaluation of effectiveness as well.
In the specific application of hyperspectral image visualization, our goal was lim-
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ited to provide an overall inspection of the scene and facilitate further image understanding and analysis. In the future, the development of visualization techniques
should also be in conjunction with specific tasks.
In both of our algorithms, PCA plays an important role. However, PCA can only
capture large-scale variations, small features or targets may be missed out due to their
less contribution to the covariance matrix. Future work should attempt to perform
PCA with weighting to different types of features. One idea is to define an appropriate
background and calculate the distance of each pixel to the background in the spectral
domain. With the assumption that the further the distance is, the more likely it is a
feature of interest, the covariance matrix can be weighted accordingly.
In our technique based on a visual attention model, saliency was computed by
using low-level features such as color, intensity, and orientation, and high-level feature
such as the local image statistics. However, the measure of saliency may be defined
differently, for example, the amount of information in a local neighborhood of a pixel,
more specifically the Shannon entropy (Taneja, 2001), may be used instead. Future
work may attempt to develop algorithm based on this idea of using local entropy as a
measure of saliency.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Scripts
A.1

Part I

PartI-Appendix1-DataAnalysis.m
%
%
%
%
%

Part I - Exp I (1)
Match Exp results
Data Analysis using ANOVA
Hongqin Zhang
Mar 15, 2004

close all;
clear all;
ObsNum = 24 ;
% fn = ’˜/Experiment/MatchExp/Results/Allde’;
fn = ’˜/Experiment/MatchExp/Results/AllT’;
fid = fopen(fn,’r’);
data = fread(fid,’float’,’l’);
status = fclose(fid);
ObsDe = reshape(data,ObsNum*12,4);
ObsDe = ObsDe’;
ObsDe = reshape(ObsDe,1,ObsNum*12*4);
%ObsDe(find(ObsDe > 15)) = 15; % some De is too big

A.1 Part I
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%ObsLevel = [’2’,’1’,’2’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’1’,...
% ’1’,’1’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’1’,’2’,’1’,’1’,’2’,’1’,’1’];
% ObsLevel = [’1’,’2’,’1’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’2’,’2’,...
% ’2’,’2’,’1’,’1’,’1’,’2’,’1’,’2’,’2’,’1’,’2’,’2’];
ObsLevel = [’N’,’E’,’N’,’E’,’E’,’E’,’E’,’E’,’E’,’E’,’E’,’E’,...
’E’,’E’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’E’,’N’,’E’,’E’,’N’,’E’,’E’];
Obs = ’’;
for i = 1:ObsNum
Obselem = strcat(’Obs’,int2str(i));
temp = repmat(Obselem,12*4,1);
Obs = strvcat(Obs,temp);
Level(1+(i-1)*12*4:48+(i-1)*12*4) = repmat(ObsLevel(i),12*4,1);
end
patch_elem = ...
[’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;’RY’;...
’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;’YG’;...
’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;’GB’;...
’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’;’PR’];
patches = repmat(patch_elem,ObsNum,1);
contr_elem = strvcat(’RGB’,’RGB’,’RGB’,’RGB’,...
’Lch’,’Lch’,’Lch’,’Lch’,...
’LRGYB’,’LRGYB’,’LRGYB’,’LRGYB’);
controls = repmat(contr_elem,4*ObsNum,1) ;
group = {[controls];[Level’];[patches]};
[p,a,s,terms] = anovan(ObsDe,group,’full’);
%save a table
[c,m] = multcompare(s,0.05,’on’,’tukey-kramer’,’estimate’,3);

PartI-Appendix2- JudgAnalysis.m
% Part I - Exp II (2)
% Judging Experiment results

A.1 Part I

%
%
%
%
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Data Analysis using ANOVA for expert and naive
(or for male and female) for all 4 parts
Hongqin Zhang
Mar 20, 2004

close all;
clear all;
% All 4 experiment part/
fn1 = ’˜/JudgeExp/Results/e_perc_corr’;
fn2 = ’˜/JudgeExp/Results/n_perc_corr’;
fn3 = ’˜/JudgeExp/Results/en_perc_corr’;
%fn3 = ’C:\MyResearch\Experiments\JudgeExp\Results\mf_perc_corr’;
fid1 = fopen(fn1,’r’,’a’);
data1 = fread(fid1,’float’);
status1 = fclose(fid1);
e_perc_corr = data1’;
fid2 = fopen(fn2,’r’,’a’);
data2 = fread(fid2,’float’);
status2 = fclose(fid2);
n_perc_corr = data2’;
fid3 = fopen(fn3,’r’,’a’);
data3 = fread(fid3,’float’);
status3 = fclose(fid3);
en_perc_corr = data3’;
num_pair = 36;
num_dataset = 4;
% if expert, exeprtise=1, if novice, expertise=2
expertise = [1 2];
y = repmat(expertise,num_pair*3+35,1);
expertise=y(:);
% 1 -> Lch, 2 -> LRGYB;
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space = [1 2];
y = repmat(space,36*2,1);
space = y(:);
space = repmat(space,2,1);
% 1 -> Difference, 2 -> Similarity
y1 = repmat(1,36,1);
y2 = repmat(2,36,1);
y3 = repmat(1,35,1);
criteria = [y1;y2;y3;y2];
criteria = repmat(criteria,2,1);
% Attributes: 1 -> L1, 2 -> C, 3 -> h, 4 -> L2, 5 ->RG, 6 -> YB
% add one more L as an attribute
attributes1 = [1;1;1;2;2;2;3;3;3];
y = repmat(attributes1,4*2,1);
attributes1 = y(:);
%attributes2 = [1;1;1;4;4;4;5;5;5];
attributes2 = [4;4;4;5;5;5;6;6;6];
y = repmat(attributes2,4*2,1);
attributes2 = y(:);
attributes22 = [attributes2(1:21);attributes2(23:72)];
attributes = [attributes1;attributes22];
attributes = repmat(attributes,2,1);
% 1 -> Small DeltaE, 2 -> Medium DeltaE, 3 -> big DeltaE
DeLevel = [1;2;3];
DeLevel = repmat(DeLevel,3*4*4,1);
DeLevel(36*2+9+1) = 3;
DeLevel(36*2+9+3) = 1;
DeLevel(36*2+2*9+1) = 3;
DeLevel(36*2+2*9+3) = 1;
DeLevel(36*2+3*9+1) = 3;
DeLevel(36*2+3*9+3) = 1;
DeLevel2 = [DeLevel(1:36*2+2*9+3);DeLevel(36*2+2*9+5:36*4)];
DeLevel = repmat(DeLevel2,2,1);
group = {[attributes];[expertise];[DeLevel];[criteria]};

A.2 Part II
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%group = {[DeLevel2]};
[p,a,s] = anovan(en_perc_corr,group,’full’);
[c,m] = multcompare(s,0.05,’on’,’tukey-kramer’,’estimate’,[1 3 4]);

A.2

Part II

PartII-Appendix1- dispGray.m

% Part II - Univariate Scales (1)
function c = dispGray(m);
% m = 64;
c(:,1) = linspace(0,1,m);
c(:,2) = linspace(0,1,m);
c(:,3) = linspace(0,1,m);

PartII-Appendix2- GrayLstar.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (2)
function c = GrayLstar(m)

L_min = 0; L_max = 100;
L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
a = repmat(0,1,m);
b = repmat(0,1,m);
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values

A.2 Part II

XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;

PartII-Appendix3- LstarWtConHue.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (3)
function c = LstarWtConHue(m,hue)
L_min = 0; L_max = 100;
L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
hue = (hue/360)*2*pi;
chroma_min = 0;chroma_max = 60;
chroma_c1 = linspace(chroma_min,chroma_max,ceil(m/2));
chroma_c2 = linspace(chroma_max,chroma_min,floor(m/2)+1);
chroma = [chroma_c1, chroma_c2(2:end)];
a = chroma.*cos(hue);
b = chroma.*sin(hue);
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;
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PartII-Appendix4- SaturationWtConHue.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (4)
function c = SaturationWtConHue(m,hue)
L_min = 0; L_max = 100;
hue = (hue/360)*(2*pi);
chroma_min = 0; chroma_max = 95;
% s = 0.7;
L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
% c = s.*L;
chroma_c = linspace(chroma_min,chroma_max,m);
a = chroma_c.*cos(hue);
b = chroma_c.*sin(hue);
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;

PartII-Appendix5- SpectralWtChangeLC.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (5)
function c = SpectralWtChangeLC(m,lcrange)
% lcrange = ’1’;
switch lcrange
case ’1’
L_min = 35; L_max = 90;
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hue_min = (450/360)*2*pi; hue_max = (90/360)*2*pi;
chroma_min = 25;chroma_max = 70;
case ’2’
L_min = 0; L_max = 100;
chroma_min = 0;chroma_max = 95;
hue_min = (450/360)*2*pi; hue_max = (90/360)*2*pi;
end

% L = linspace(L_max,L_min,m);
% chroma_c = linspace(chroma_max,chroma_min,m);
L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
chroma_c = linspace(chroma_min,chroma_max,m);
h = linspace(hue_min,hue_max,m);
a = chroma_c.*cos(h);
b = chroma_c.*sin(h);

% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;

%
%
%
%

L_min = 0; L_max = 100;
chroma_min = 0;chroma_max = 80;
numOfLoop = 3.5;
hue_min = (220/360)*2*pi; hue_max = hue_min+numOfLoop*2*pi;
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
chroma_c1 = linspace(chroma_min,chroma_max,ceil(m/2));
chroma_c2 = linspace(chroma_max,chroma_min,floor(m/2)+1);
chroma_c = [chroma_c1, chroma_c2(2:end)];
h = linspace(hue_max,hue_min,m);
a = chroma_c.*cos(h);
b = chroma_c.*sin(h);
xyzn = sRGB2XYZ([1;1;1]);
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,xyzn);
c = XYZ2sRGB(XYZ);
c = c’;

PartII-Appendix6- Red GreenWtChangeL.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (6)
function c = Red_GreenWtChangeL(m)
% m = 64;
L_min = 10; L_max = 95;
L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
a_min = -40; a_max = 65;
% a = linspace(a_min,a_max,m);
a1 = linspace(a_min,0,m/2);
a2 = linspace(0,a_max,m/2+1);
a = [a1,a2(2:end)];
bc = 0;
b = repmat(bc,1,m);
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
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% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;

PartII-Appendix7- yellow BlueWtChangeL.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (7)
function c = yellow_BlueWtChangeL(m)
% m = 64;
L_min = 10; L_max = 95;
L = linspace(L_min,L_max,m);
ac = 0;
a = repmat(ac,1,m);
b_min = -70; b_max = 70;
% b = linspace(b_min,b_max,m);
b1 = linspace(b_min,0,ceil(m/2));
b2 = linspace(0,b_max,floor(m/2)+1);
b = [b1,b2(2:end)];
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
% From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
c = lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
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c = c./255;
c = c’;
PartII-Appendix8- Diverging.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (8)
function c = Diverging(m,hue,midpoint)
% m = 64;
% hue = 0;
% midpoint = ’dark’;
switch lower(midpoint)
case ’bright’
% midpoint brightest
L_min = 10; L_max = 85;
L1 = linspace(L_min,L_max,ceil(m/2));
L2 = linspace(L_max,L_min,floor(m/2)+1);
L = [L1,L2(2:end)];
case ’dark’
% midpoint darkest
L_min1 = 10; L_max1 = 65;
L_min2 = 10; L_max2 = 90;
L1 = linspace(L_max1,L_min1,ceil(m/2));
L2 = linspace(L_min2,L_max2,floor(m/2)+1);
L = [L1,L2(2:end)];
end
hue = (hue/360)*(2*pi);
hue_c = hue+pi;
chroma = 65;
a_max = chroma*cos(hue);a_min = -a_max;
b_max = chroma*sin(hue);b_min = -b_max;
a1 = linspace(a_min,0,ceil(m/2));
a2 = linspace(0,a_max,floor(m/2)+1);
a = [a1,a2(2:end)];
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b1 = linspace(b_min,0,ceil(m/2));
b2 = linspace(0,b_max,floor(m/2)+1);
b = [b1,b2(2:end)];
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;

PartII-Appendix9- ModifiedJet.m
% Part II - Univariate Scales (10)
function c = ModifiedJet(m)
% L_min = 35; L_max = 75;
L_min = 25; L_max = 100;
L1 = linspace(L_min,L_max,ceil(m/2));
L2 = linspace(L_max,L_min,floor(m/2)+1);
L = [L1,L2(2:end)];
% L = [L2(2:end),L1];
% hue_min = (10/360)*2*pi; hue_max = (280/360)*2*pi;
hue_min = (-10/360)*2*pi; hue_max = (310/360)*2*pi;
hue_y = (90/360)*2*pi;
% hue_y = (10/360)*2*pi;
hue1 = linspace(hue_max,hue_y,ceil(m/2));
hue2 = linspace(hue_y,hue_min,floor(m/2)+1);
h = [hue1, hue2(2:end)];
% chroma_min = 35;chroma_max = 70;
chroma_min = 35;chroma_max = 100;
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chroma_c1 = linspace(chroma_min,chroma_max,ceil(m/2));
chroma_c2 = linspace(chroma_max,chroma_min,floor(m/2)+1);
chroma_c = [chroma_c1, chroma_c2(2:end)];
% chroma_c = [chroma_c2(2:end),chroma_c1];
a = chroma_c.*cos(h);
b = chroma_c.*sin(h);
% Get the display white XYZ_n using lcd forward model
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZ_n = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
% Get XYZ under the display white from Lab values
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
XYZ = XYZ.*XYZ_n(2);
%
c
c
c

From XYZ to digital counts using LCD inverse model
= lcd_inverse_model(XYZ, lcd_parameters);
= c./255;
= c’;

PartII-Appendix10- image display gui.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

image_display_gui

- gui for preference experiment

inputs: subject initial
outputs: displayed images
functions called: read_images
gui_callback with choice of image (1 or 2)
Hongqin Zhang 1/4/06

% function image_display_gui(exp_data.subject_initial)
clear all;
close all;
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% get subject info
exp_data.subject_initial = input(’Your initial:’,’s’);
% load predefined color scales and test images
load(’map64_lcd1.mat’);
load(’map100_lcd1.mat’);
load(’map256_lcd1.mat’);
exp_data.maps{1} = map64;
exp_data.maps{2} = map100;
exp_data.maps{3} = map256;
exp_data.maps{4} = map256;
exp_data.images{1} = imread(’˜/TestImages/spine.tif’);
exp_data.images{2} = imread(’˜/TestImages/AbunMap14_100.tif’);
exp_data.images{3} = imread(’˜/TestImages/SanFran_Vband18.tif’);
exp_data.images{4} = imread(’˜/TestImages/DEM_map5.tif’);
exp_data.num_images = length(exp_data.images);
exp_data.num_maps = [10,10,10,10];
exp_data.num_mapPerm = cumsum([45,45,45,45]);
% get the size of the current screen
screen_size = get(0,’ScreenSize’);
% create a figure without the default menubar,gray background,
% and the size of the screen
Hf_1 = figure(’menubar’,menubar,’Position’,screen_size);
% set(Hf_1,’Color’,[0.5662 0.5749 0.7322]);
set(Hf_1,’Color’,[0.4845
0.4845
0.4845]);
%
create a list to permute colormaps for all images
exp_data.list = [];
for ImageIndx = 1:exp_data.num_images
exp_data.list = [exp_data.list;...
nchoosek(1:exp_data.num_maps(ImageIndx),2)];
end
% randomly order the colormap pairs
exp_data.repeat = 3;
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exp_data.repeatCounter = 1;
exp_data.Order{exp_data.repeatCounter} = ...
randperm(length(exp_data.list));
exp_data.MapIndx{exp_data.repeatCounter} = ...
exp_data.list(exp_data.Order{exp_data.repeatCounter},:);
exp_data.pair = 1;
exp_data.num_pairs = length(exp_data.list);

% Decide which image and its corresponding colormaps
if exp_data.Order{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair) <= ...
exp_data.num_mapPerm(1)
Image = exp_data.images{1};
maps = exp_data.maps{1};
else if exp_data.Order{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair) <= ...
exp_data.num_mapPerm(2)
Image = exp_data.images{2};
maps = exp_data.maps{2};
else if exp_data.Order{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair) <= .
exp_data.num_mapPerm(3)
Image = exp_data.images{3};
maps = exp_data.maps{3};
else
Image = exp_data.images{4};
maps = exp_data.maps{4};
end
end
end
% Creat two panels and two axes to display image objects
Hp_1 = uipanel(’parent’,Hf_1,’position’,[0.01 0.15 0.48 0.7],...
’BackgroundColor’,[0.4845
0.4845
0.4845]);
Ha_1 = axes(’parent’,Hp_1);
Hi_1 = subimage(Image,maps(:,:,...
exp_data.MapIndx{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair,1)));
colormap(maps(:,:,...
exp_data.MapIndx{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair,1)));
cbar1 = colorbar;
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set(cbar1,’YTick’,[],’YTickLabel’,’’);
axis off;
set(Hp_1,’Tag’,’Panel1’);
Hp_2 = uipanel(’parent’,Hf_1,’position’,[0.51 0.15 0.48 0.7],...
’BackgroundColor’,[0.4845
0.4845
0.4845]);
Ha_2 = axes(’parent’,Hp_2);
Hi_2 = subimage(Image,...
maps(:,:,exp_data.MapIndx{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair,2)));
colormap(maps(:,:,...
exp_data.MapIndx{exp_data.repeatCounter}(exp_data.pair,2)));
cbar2 = colorbar;
set(cbar2,’YTick’,[],’YTickLabel’,’’);
axis off;
set(Hp_2,’Tag’,’Panel2’);
exp_data.Hi_1
exp_data.Hi_2
exp_data.Ha_1
exp_data.Ha_2

=
=
=
=

Hi_1;
Hi_2;
Ha_1;
Ha_2;

% store structure
set(Hf_1,’UserData’,exp_data);
% call to the callback functions
set(Hp_1,’ButtonDownFcn’,{@gui_callback,1});
set(Hp_2,’ButtonDownFcn’,{@gui_callback,2});
PartII-Appendix11- UnivariateEvalExp.m
% Univariate Evaluation Experiment GUI
% input: subject initial
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% Output: dislay rendered images with preselected points
% for user to estimate the data value
% according to the associated colormap
% functions called: load_images
%
edit_callback
%
% Hongqin Zhang 1/6/06
% function UnivariateEvalExp(subject_initial);
clear all;
close all;
% get subject info
exp_data.subject_initial = input(’Your initial:’,’s’);
% load images
exp_data.images = load_images;
% load colormaps
exp_data.maps = load_maps;
screenSize = get(0,’screensize’);
Hf = figure(’menubar’,’none’,’position’,screenSize);
% set(Hf,’Color’,[0.4145
0.4032
0.4144]);
set(Hf,’Color’,[0.4845
0.4845
0.4845]);
% randomly order the images
num_points = 3;
num_images = length(exp_data.images);
exp_data.num_images = num_images;
exp_data.ImageIndx = randperm(num_images*num_points);
exp_data.counter = 1;
exp_data.num_trial = num_images*num_points;
% exp_data.orientation = [1 2 3 4]; for orientataions
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% predefined points position
% exp_data.points = [265 110;300 320;260 250;...
110 240;100 310;55 145];
exp_data.points = [300 320;110 240;55 145];
% predefined border colors
exp_data.borderC = [0 0 0;240 240 240];
% save experimental data into UserData structure
set(Hf,’UserData’,exp_data);
% display image
% First, decide which image and which point
point_indx = ceil(exp_data.ImageIndx(exp_data.counter)/num_images);
image_indx = mod(exp_data.ImageIndx(exp_data.counter),num_images);
if image_indx == 0
image_indx = num_images;
end
currentImage = exp_data.images{image_indx};
currentMap = exp_data.maps{image_indx};
x0 = exp_data.points(point_indx,1);
y0 = exp_data.points(point_indx,2);
% make target: a s by s
currentImage(x0-6,y0,:)
currentImage(x0-4,y0,:)
currentImage(x0+6,y0,:)
currentImage(x0+4,y0,:)
currentImage(x0-3,y0,:)
currentImage(x0+3,y0,:)
currentImage(x0-5,y0,:)
currentImage(x0+5,y0,:)

rectangle with a border color of borderC
= exp_data.borderC(2,:);
= exp_data.borderC(2,:);
= exp_data.borderC(2,:);
= exp_data.borderC(2,:);
= exp_data.borderC(1,:);
= exp_data.borderC(1,:);
= exp_data.borderC(1,:);
= exp_data.borderC(1,:);

currentImage(x0,y0-6,:) = exp_data.borderC(2,:);
currentImage(x0,y0-4,:) = exp_data.borderC(2,:);
currentImage(x0,y0+6,:) = exp_data.borderC(2,:);
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currentImage(x0,y0+4,:)
currentImage(x0,y0-3,:)
currentImage(x0,y0+3,:)
currentImage(x0,y0-5,:)
currentImage(x0,y0+5,:)
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=
=
=
=
=

exp_data.borderC(2,:);
exp_data.borderC(1,:);
exp_data.borderC(1,:);
exp_data.borderC(1,:);
exp_data.borderC(1,:);

% randomly select orientation
Orientation = ceil(rand(1)*4);
switch Orientation
case 1
currentImage = currentImage;
case 2
for i = 1:3
currentImage(:,:,i) = fliplr(currentImage(:,:,i));
end
case 3
for i = 1:3
currentImage(:,:,i) = flipud(currentImage(:,:,i));
end
case 4
for i = 1:3
currentImage(:,:,i) = flipud(fliplr(currentImage(:,:,i)));
end
end
Hp = subplot(1,1,1,’position’,[0.2 0.2 0.6 0.7]);
Hi = subimage(currentImage);colormap(currentMap);colorbar;
axis off;
exp_data.Hp = Hp;
exp_data.Hi = Hi;
% save experimental data into UserData structure
set(Hf,’UserData’,exp_data);
set(Hi,’tag’,’image’);
% creat an editable text object
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% for user to enter estimated data value
Ht = uicontrol(Hf,’style’,’edit’,’units’,’normalized’,...
’position’,[0.45 0.10 0.08 0.05]);
set(Ht,’tag’,’Edit’);
set(Ht,’Callback’,’edit_callback’);
PartII-Appendix12- constHuePlane.m
% part II- Bivariate color scales (1)
function map = constHuePlane(m,n);
% m = 256; n = 256;
h1 = (0/180)*pi;
h2 = h1+pi;
c1 = linspace(0,60,m);
L1 = linspace(0,50,m);
c2 = linspace(0,60,n);
L2 = linspace(0,50,n);
[L1 L2] = meshgrid(L1,L2);
[c1 c2] = meshgrid(c1,c2);
[v1 v2] = meshgrid(1:m,1:n);
v2 = flipud(v2);
L2 = flipud(L2);
c2 = flipud(c2);
map_lch = zeros(m*n,3);
map_lch(:,1) = reshape(L1+L2,m*n,1);
map_lch(:,2) = reshape(abs(c1-c2),m*n,1);
map_lch(find(v1>=v2),3) = h1;
map_lch(find(v1<v2),3) = h2;
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map_Lab = map_lch;
map_Lab(:,2) = map_lch(:,2).*cos(map_lch(:,3));
map_Lab(:,3) = map_lch(:,2).*sin(map_lch(:,3));
map_Lab = map_Lab’;
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZn = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
map_XYZ = Lab2XYZ(map_Lab(1,:),map_Lab(2,:),map_Lab(3,:),XYZn);
map_XYZ = map_XYZ.*XYZn(2);
map_RGB = lcd_inverse_model(map_XYZ,lcd_parameters);
map_RGB = reshape(map_RGB’,n,m,3);
figure;
imshow(map_RGB./max(map_RGB(:)));
PartII-Appendix13- doubleCone.m
% part II- Bivariate color scales (2)
function map = doubleCone(m,n);
% m = 256; n = 256;
% h1 = (0/180)*pi;
% h2 = h1+pi;
% h1 = (10/180)*pi;
% h2 = (340/180)*pi;
h1 = (270/180)*pi;
h2 = (360/180)*pi;
L1 = linspace(0,45,m);
L2 = linspace(0,45,n);
[L1 L2] = meshgrid(L1,L2);
L2 = flipud(L2);
[v1 v2] = meshgrid(1:m,1:n);
v2 = flipud(v2);
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map_lch = zeros(n,m,3);
map_lch(:,:,1) = L1+L2;
map_lch(:,:,3) = (h1.*v1+h2.*v2)./(v1+v2);
chroma = ’4’;
switch chroma
case ’1’
c11 = linspace(20,40,ceil(m/2));
% max chroma in the middle
c12 = linspace(40,20,floor(m/2)+1);
c1 = [c11,c12(2:end)];
c21 = linspace(20,40,ceil(n/2));
c22 = linspace(40,20,floor(n/2)+1);
c2 = [c21,c22(2:end)];
[c1 c2] = meshgrid(c1,c2);
c2 = flipud(c2);
map_lch(:,:,2) = (c1.*v1+c2.*v2)./(v1+v2);
case ’2’ % simultaneous conrast effect?
c1 = linspace(10,60,m);
c2 = linspace(10,60,n);
[c1 c2] = meshgrid(c1,c2);
c2 = flipud(c2);
map_lch(:,:,2) = abs(c1-c2);
case ’3’
c1 = linspace(10,50,m);
c2 = linspace(10,50,n); % chroma increasing
[c1 c2] = meshgrid(c1,c2);
c2 = flipud(c2);
map_lch(:,:,2) = (c1.*v1+c2.*v2)./(v1+v2);
case ’4’
c1 = linspace(40,25,m);
c2 = linspace(40,25,n);
% chroma decreasing, saturation decreasing
[c1 c2] = meshgrid(c1,c2);
c2 = flipud(c2);
map_lch(:,:,2) = (c1.*v1+c2.*v2)./(v1+v2);
end
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map_lch = reshape(map_lch,n*m,3);
map_Lab = map_lch;
map_Lab(:,2) = map_lch(:,2).*cos(map_lch(:,3));
map_Lab(:,3) = map_lch(:,2).*sin(map_lch(:,3));
map_Lab = map_Lab’;
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZn = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
map_XYZ = Lab2XYZ(map_Lab(1,:),map_Lab(2,:),map_Lab(3,:),XYZn);
map_XYZ = map_XYZ.*XYZn(2);
% % check 2 with ciecam02
% map_XYZ = ciecam02_inv(map_lch(:,1)’,map_lch(:,2)’,...
map_lch(:,3)’/(2*pi)*360, XYZn, 80, 20, ’dark’);
map_RGB = lcd_inverse_model(map_XYZ,lcd_parameters);
map_RGB = reshape(map_RGB’,n,m,3);
figure;
imshow(map_RGB./max(map_RGB(:)));
PartII-Appendix14- cylinder.m
% part II- Bivariate color scales (3)
function map = cylinder(m,n,fixedChroma);
% m = 256; n = 256;
fixedChroma = ’6’;
switch lower(fixedChroma)
case ’1’
L1 = 10;
c1 = 30;
h_start = 20/180*pi;
h_end = 360/180*pi; % whole spectrum
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h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 80;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
c2 = 30;
h2 = h_start;
case ’2’
L1 = 10;
c1 = 30;
h_start = 0/180*pi;
h_end = 180/180*pi;
% only from red to green
h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 80;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
c2 = 30;
h2 = h_start;
case ’3’
L1 = 10;
c1 = 30;
h_start = 90/180*pi;
% only from yellow to blue
h_end = 270/180*pi;
h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 80;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
c2 = 30;
h2 = h_start;
case ’4’
L1 = 10;
c1 = 30;
h_start = 20/180*pi;
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h_end = 360/180*pi;
h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 80;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
c_start = 20; c_max = 40;
c2 = linspace(c_start,c_max,n);
% saturation decreasing, similiar as y1
c2 = repmat(c2’,1,m);
h2 = h_start;
case ’5’
L1 = 15;
c1 = 30;
h_start = 20/180*pi;
h_end = 360/180*pi;
h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 60;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
c_start = 20; c_max = 55;
c2 = linspace(c_start,c_max,n);
% both lightness and chroma increasing
c2 = repmat(c2’,1,m);
c2 = flipud(c2);
case ’6’
L1 = 20;
c1 = 30;
%
h_start = 20/180*pi;
%
h_end = 340/180*pi;
h_start = 270/180*pi;
h_end = 360/180*pi;
h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 80;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
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c_start = 20; c_max = 55;
c21 = linspace(c_start,c_max,ceil(m/2));
c22 = linspace(c_max,c_start,floor(m/2)+1);
% max chroma in the middle
c2 = [c21,c22(2:end)];
c2 = repmat(c2’,1,m);
c2 = flipud(c2);
end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% setting end points
L1 = 10;
c1 = 30;
h_start = 20/180*pi;
h_end = 360/180*pi;
h1 = linspace(h_start,h_end,m);
L_start = L1;
L_end = 80;
L2 = linspace(L_start,L_end,n);
h2 = h_start;

[h1 L2] = meshgrid(h1,L2);
L2 = flipud(L2);
map_lch = zeros(n,m,3);
map_lch(:,:,1) = L2;
map_lch(:,:,2) = c2;
map_lch(:,:,3) = h1;
map_lch = reshape(map_lch,n*m,3);
map_Lab = map_lch;
map_Lab(:,2) = map_lch(:,2).*cos(map_lch(:,3));
map_Lab(:,3) = map_lch(:,2).*sin(map_lch(:,3));
map_Lab = map_Lab’;
lcd_parameters = LCD_para;
XYZn = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255],lcd_parameters);
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map_XYZ = Lab2XYZ(map_Lab(1,:),map_Lab(2,:),map_Lab(3,:),XYZn);
map_XYZ = map_XYZ.*XYZn(2);
map_RGB = lcd_inverse_model(map_XYZ,lcd_parameters);
map_RGB = reshape(map_RGB’,n,m,3);
figure;
imshow(map_RGB./max(map_RGB(:)));

A.3

Part III

PartIII-Appendix1- ReadImgData.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Function ReadImgData : Read in hyperspectral image data
% Input: file name
% Output : Image - pixels by bands
%
sample - columns of the image
%
line - rows of the image
%
bands - spectral dimension of the image
%
% Hongqin Zhang
% Aug 02, 2004
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [Image, sample, line, band] = ReadImgData(fn)
% % select a file
% [FileName,PathName] = uigetfile(’Please Select a File to Open’);
% fn = strcat(PathName,FileName);
% Read in the head file and get the image information
hdr = importdata([fn,’.hdr’],’\t’);
sample = hdr{strmatch(’samples’,hdr)};
sample = str2num(sample(11:end));
line = hdr{strmatch(’lines’,hdr)};
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line = str2num(line(11:end));
band = hdr{strmatch(’bands’,hdr)};
band = str2num(band(11:end));
datatype = hdr{strmatch(’data type’,hdr)};
datatype = datatype(13:end);
interleave = hdr{strmatch(’interleave’,hdr)};
interleave = interleave(14:end);
byteorder = hdr{strmatch(’byte order’,hdr)};
byteorder = byteorder(14:end);
% Decide data precision according to ENVI data type
switch datatype
case ’1’
disp(’Data type is byte(8-bits)’)
datafmt = ’int8’;
case ’2’
disp(’Data type is integer(16-bits)’)
datafmt = ’int16’;
case ’3’
disp(’Data type is long integer(32-bits)’)
datafmt = ’int32’;
case ’4’
disp(’Data type is floating-point(32-bits)’)
datafmt = ’float32’;
case ’5’
disp(’Data type is double-precision floating-point(64-bits)’)
datafmt = ’float64’;
case ’6’
disp(’Data type is complex(2*32-bits)’)
datafmt = ’int32’;
case ’9’
disp(’Data type is double precision complex(2*64-bits)’)
datafmt = ’int64’;
case ’12’
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disp(’Data type is unsigned integer(16-bits)’)
datafmt = ’uint16’;
case ’13’
disp(’Data type is unsigned long integer(32-bits)’)
datafmt = ’uint32’;
case ’14’
disp(’Data type is long 64-bit integer(64-bits)’)
datafmt = ’int64’;
case ’15’
disp(’Data type is unsigned long 64-bit integer(64-bits)’)
datafmt = ’uint64’;
otherwise
disp(’Not supported data type.’)
end
% Decide machine format according to byte order
switch byteorder
case ’1’
machinefmt = ’b’; % big endian
otherwise
machinefmt = ’l’; % little endian
end
% Read in data
count = line*sample*band;
fid = fopen(fn,’r’);
Image = fread(fid,count,datafmt,machinefmt);
fclose(fid);
% Reshape the data according to file format
switch lower(interleave)
case ’bip’ % Band Interleaved by Pixel Format
Image = reshape(Image, band, sample, line);
Image = permute(Image, [3 2 1]);
case ’bsq’ % Band sequential format
Image = reshape(Image, sample, line, band);
Image = permute(Image, [2 1 3]);
case ’bil’ % Band Interleaved by Line Format
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Image = reshape(Image, sample, band, line);
Image = permute(Image, [3 1 2]);
otherwise
disp(’Not supported image format.’)
end
% Test if read correctly
figure;
temp = Image(:,:,1);
temp = (temp-min(temp(:)))./(max(temp(:))-min(temp(:)));
imshow(temp);
PartIII-Appendix2- Disp CIELAB.m
function DCout = Disp_CIELAB(PC1,PC2,PC3,varargin)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Take the three components as CIE L, a, b
Then CIELab -> XYZ -> RGB scalar -> sRGB digital counts
But first need to constraint the PCs to the boundaries of Lab
varargin: XYZ_n - set the white point
origin - set the mapping origin
Hongqin Zhang
Aug 10, 2005

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check some basic requirements of the data
if nargin < 3,
error (’You must supply the first 3 PC data as input argument.’);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Default values for optional parameters
XYZ_n = [95.047;100;108.883];
origin = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Read the optional parameters
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if (rem(length(varargin),2)==1)
error(’Optional parameters should always go by pairs’);
else
for i=1:2:(length(varargin)-1)
if ˜ischar (varargin{i}),
error ([’Unknown type of optional parameter name ...
(parameter names must be strings).’]);
end
% change the value of parameter
switch lower (varargin{i})
case ’xyz_n’
XYZ_n = varargin{i+1};
case ’origin’
origin = varargin{i+1};
otherwise
% Hmmm, something wrong with the parameter string
error([’Unrecognized parameter: ’’’ varargin{i} ’’’’])
end;
end;
end;
% Scale the PCs to the range
% Here assume L: 0 - 100, a:
L_min = 0.0; L_max = 100.0;
a_min = -90.0; a_max = 90.0;
b_min = -90.0; b_max = 90.0;

of Lab
-90 - 90, b: -90 - 90
L_medium = 50;
a_medium = 0;
b_medium = 0;

% linear stretching
if isempty(origin)
L = (PC1-min(PC1))./(max(PC1)-min(PC1))*(L_max-L_min)+L_min;
a = (PC2-min(PC2))./(max(PC2)-min(PC2))*(a_max-a_min)+a_min;
b = (PC3-min(PC3))./(max(PC3)-min(PC3))*(b_max-b_min)+b_min;
else
L(find(PC1<origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1<origin(1)))-min(PC1))...
./(origin(1)-min(PC1)).*(L_medium-L_min)+L_min;
L(find(PC1>=origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1>=origin(1)))-origin(1))...
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./(max(PC1)-origin(1)).*(L_max-L_medium)+L_medium;
a(find(PC2<origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2<origin(2)))-min(PC2))...
./(origin(2)-min(PC2)).*(a_medium-a_min)+a_min;
a(find(PC2>=origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2>=origin(2)))-origin(2))...
./(max(PC2)-origin(2)).*(a_max-a_medium)+a_medium;
b(find(PC3<origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3<origin(3)))-min(PC3))...
./(origin(3)-min(PC3)).*(b_medium-b_min)+b_min;
b(find(PC3>=origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3>=origin(3)))-origin(3))...
./(max(PC3)-origin(3)).*(b_max-b_medium)+b_medium;
end
XYZ = Lab2XYZ(L,a,b,XYZ_n);
% DCout = iCAM06_HDR(permute(reshape(XYZ,3,400,256),[2 3 1]));
DCout = XYZ2sRGB(XYZ);
DCout = DCout’;

PartIII-Appendix3- Disp HSV.m
function DCout = Disp_HSV(PC1,PC2,PC3,varargin)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Map the three components to HSV space
Method: ’pc’ - directly use 3 PC
’opp’ - first map to opponent space
then calculate H and S
Hongqin Zhang
Aug 10, 2005

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check some basic requirements of the data
if nargin < 3,
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error (’You must supply the first 3 PC data as input argument.’);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Default values for optional parameters
method = ’opp’;
normalization = ’on’;
origin = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Read the optional parameters

if (rem(length(varargin),2)==1)
error(’Optional parameters should always go by pairs’);
else
for i=1:2:(length(varargin)-1)
if ˜ischar (varargin{i}),
error ([’Unknown type of optional parameter name ...
(parameter names must be strings).’]);
end
% change the value of parameter
switch lower (varargin{i})
case ’method’
method = varargin{i+1};
case ’normalization’
normalization = varargin{i+1};
case ’origin’
origin = varargin{i+1};
otherwise
% Hmmm, something wrong with the parameter string
error([’Unrecognized parameter: ’’’ varargin{i} ’’’’])
end;
end;
end;
e = 1e-10;
% PC1 -> V (0 - 1) normalized
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V_max = 1.0; V_medium = 0.5;

switch method
case ’opp’
% PC2 ->
% PC3 ->
rg_min =
yb_min =

rg channel from -1 to +1
yb channel from -1 to +1
-1;rg_max = 1;rg_medium = 0;
-1;yb_max = 1;yb_medium = 0;

if isempty(origin)
V = (PC1-min(PC1))./(max(PC1)-min(PC1))*...
(V_max-V_min)+V_min;
rg = (PC2-min(PC2))./(max(PC2)-min(PC2))*...
(rg_max-rg_min)+rg_min;
yb = (PC3-min(PC3))./(max(PC3)-min(PC3))*...
(yb_max-yb_min)+yb_min;
else
V(find(PC1<origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1<origin(1)))-min(PC1))...
./(origin(1)-min(PC1)).*(V_medium-V_min)+V_min;
V(find(PC1>=origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1>=origin(1)))-origin(1))...
./(max(PC1)-origin(1)).*(V_max-V_medium)+V_medium;
rg(find(PC2<origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2<origin(2)))-min(PC2))...
./(origin(2)-min(PC2)).*(rg_medium-rg_min)+rg_min;
rg(find(PC2>=origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2>=origin(2)))-origin(2))...
./(max(PC2)-origin(2)).*(rg_max-rg_medium)+rg_medium;
yb(find(PC3<origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3<origin(3)))-min(PC3))...
./(origin(3)-min(PC3)).*(yb_medium-yb_min)+yb_min;
yb(find(PC3>=origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3>=origin(3)))-origin(3))...
./(max(PC3)-origin(3)).*(yb_max-yb_medium)+yb_medium;
end
% Calculate S from rg and yb
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S = sqrt(rg.ˆ2+yb.ˆ2)./(V+e);
case ’pc’
if isempty(origin)
origin = [0,0,0];
V = (PC1-min(PC1))./(max(PC1)-min(PC1))*(V_max-V_min)+...
V_min;
else
V(find(PC1<origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1<origin(1)))-min(PC1))...
./(origin(1)-min(PC1)).*(V_medium-V_min)+V_min;
V(find(PC1>=origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1>=origin(1)))-origin(1))...
./(max(PC1)-origin(1)).*(V_max-V_medium)+V_medium;
end
% Calculate S directly from the 1st 3 PC
rg = PC2-origin(2); yb = PC3-origin(3);
S = sqrt(rg.ˆ2+yb.ˆ2)./(PC1-origin(1)+e);
end
% Calculate H from rg and yb
H = atan2(yb,rg);
H = (H./pi+1)./2;
switch normalization
case ’on’
% % Normalize S
S = (S-min(S))./(max(S)-min(S));
otherwise
% Clipping S
S(find(S<0.0)) = 0.0;
S(find(S>1.0)) = 1.0;
end
% S = repmat(1,size(H));
% V = repmat(0.75,size(H));
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HSV(:,1) = H;
HSV(:,2) = S;
HSV(:,3) = V;
DCout = hsv2rgb(HSV);
PartIII-Appendix4- Disp matlabYCbCr.m
function DCout = Disp_matlabYCbCr(PC1,PC2,PC3,varargin)
%
%
%
%
%

Map the three components to YCbCr space
Matlab function ycbcr2rgb is used
Hongqin Zhang
Aug 10, 2005

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check some basic requirements of the data
if nargin < 3,
error (’You must supply the first 3 PC data as input argument.’);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Default values for optional parameters
origin = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Read the optional parameters
if (rem(length(varargin),2)==1)
error(’Optional parameters should always go by pairs’);
else
for i=1:2:(length(varargin)-1)
if ˜ischar (varargin{i}),
error ([’Unknown type of optional parameter name ...
(parameter names must be strings).’]);
end
% change the value of parameter
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switch lower (varargin{i})
case ’origin’
origin = varargin{i+1};
otherwise
% Hmmm, something wrong with the parameter string
error([’Unrecognized parameter: ’’’ varargin{i} ’’’’])
end;
end;
end;
Y_min = 0; Y_max = 1.0; Y_medium = 0.5;
Cr_min = 0; Cr_max = 1.0; Cr_medium = 0.5;
Cb_min = 0; Cb_max = 1.0; Cb_medium = 0.5;
% PC1 -> Y
% PC2 -> Cr
% PC3 -> Cb
if isempty(origin)
Y = (PC1-min(PC1))./(max(PC1)-min(PC1));
Cr = (PC2-min(PC2))./(max(PC2)-min(PC2));
Cb = (PC3-min(PC3))./(max(PC3)-min(PC3));
else
Y(find(PC1<origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1<origin(1)))-min(PC1))...
./(origin(1)-min(PC1)).*(Y_medium-Y_min)+Y_min;
Y(find(PC1>=origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1>=origin(1)))-origin(1))...
./(max(PC1)-origin(1)).*(Y_max-Y_medium)+Y_medium;
Cr(find(PC2<origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2<origin(2)))-min(PC2))...
./(origin(2)-min(PC2)).*(Cr_medium-Cr_min)+Cr_min;
Cr(find(PC2>=origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2>=origin(2)))-origin(2))...
./(max(PC2)-origin(2)).*(Cr_max-Cr_medium)+Cr_medium;
Cb(find(PC3<origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3<origin(3)))-min(PC3))...
./(origin(3)-min(PC3)).*(Cb_medium-Cb_min)+Cb_min;
Cb(find(PC3>=origin(3))) = ...
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(PC3(find(PC3>=origin(3)))-origin(3))...
./(max(PC3)-origin(3)).*(Cb_max-Cb_medium)+Cb_medium;
end

YCbCr(:,1) = Y;
YCbCr(:,2) = Cb;
YCbCr(:,3) = Cr;
DCout = ycbcr2rgb(YCbCr);
PartIII-Appendix5- Disp yuv.m
function DCout = Disp_yuv(PC1,PC2,PC3, varargin)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Map the three components to yuv space
PC1 -> Y; PC2 -> U; PC3 -> V
Problem: what’s the range of Y, U,V?
Method: ’1’ - directly normalize
’2’ - mean as the origin
’3’ - median as the origin
Hongqin Zhang
Aug 10, 2005

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check some basic requirements of the data
if nargin < 3,
error (’You must supply the first 3 PC data as input argument.’);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Default values for optional parameters
origin = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Read the optional parameters
if (rem(length(varargin),2)==1)
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error(’Optional parameters should always go by pairs’);
else

for i=1:2:(length(varargin)-1)
if ˜ischar (varargin{i}),
error ([’Unknown type of optional parameter name ...
(parameter names must be strings).’]);
end
% change the value of parameter
switch lower (varargin{i})
case ’origin’
origin = varargin{i+1};
otherwise
% Hmmm, something wrong with the parameter string
error([’Unrecognized parameter: ’’’ varargin{i} ’’’’])
end;
end;
end;
Y_min = 0; Y_max = 1; Y_medium = 0.5;
u_min = -1; u_max = 1; u_medium = 0;
v_min = -1; v_max = 1; v_medium = 0;
if isempty(origin)
Y = (PC1-min(PC1))./(max(PC1)-min(PC1));
u = (PC2-min(PC2))./(max(PC2)-min(PC2)).*(u_max-u_min)+u_min;
v = (PC3-min(PC3))./(max(PC3)-min(PC3)).*(v_max-v_min)+v_min;
else
Y(find(PC1<origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1<origin(1)))-min(PC1))...
./(origin(1)-min(PC1)).*(Y_medium-Y_min)+Y_min;
Y(find(PC1>=origin(1))) = ...
(PC1(find(PC1>=origin(1)))-origin(1))...
./(max(PC1)-origin(1)).*(Y_max-Y_medium)+Y_medium;
u(find(PC2<origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2<origin(2)))-min(PC2))...
./(origin(2)-min(PC2)).*(u_medium-u_min)+u_min;
u(find(PC2>=origin(2))) = ...
(PC2(find(PC2>=origin(2)))-origin(2))...
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./(max(PC2)-origin(2)).*(u_max-u_medium)+u_medium;
v(find(PC3<origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3<origin(3)))-min(PC3))...
./(origin(3)-min(PC3)).*(v_medium-v_min)+v_min;
v(find(PC3>=origin(3))) = ...
(PC3(find(PC3>=origin(3)))-origin(3))...
./(max(PC3)-origin(3)).*(v_max-v_medium)+v_medium;
end
yuv(1,:) = Y;
yuv(2,:) = u;
yuv(3,:) = v;
M = cmatrix(’yuv2rgb’);
rgb = M*yuv;
rgb = rgb.ˆ(2.2);
% % normalize rgb
% rgb = (rgb-min(rgb(:)))./(max(rgb(:))-min(rgb(:)));
% clipping rgb
rgb(find(rgb<0.0)) = 0.0;
rgb(find(rgb>1.0)) = 1.0;
DCout = rgb’;
PartIII-Appendix6- csfFiltering.m
% Preprocessing by using human contrast sensitivity function to
% filter the input image.
clear all;
close all;
% load input image
fn = ’FLT09_009_ModifiedData_PCA_invisible_RGB’;
inImg = double(imread([fn ’.tif’]))./255;
figure;
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imshow(inImg);
% convert to opponent color space
colorSpace = ’ycbcr’;
switch colorSpace
case ’lab’
C = makecform(’srgb2lab’);
tempImg = applycform(inImg,C);
case ’ycbcr’
tempImg = rgb2ycbcr(inImg);
end
outImg = tempImg;
L = squeeze(tempImg(:,:,1));
% spatial filtering
maxf = 30;
L_f = abs(ifft2(fft2(L).*csf));
L_f = (L_f-min(L_f(:)))./(max(L_f(:))-min(L_f(:))).*...
(max(L(:))-min(L(:)))+min(L(:));
outImg(:,:,1) = (L_f-min(L_f(:)))./(max(L_f(:))-min(L_f(:))).*...
(max(L(:))-min(L(:)))+min(L(:));
switch colorSpace
case ’lab’
C2 = makecform(’lab2srgb’);
outImg = applycform(outImg,C2);
case ’ycbcr’
outImg = ycbcr2rgb(outImg);
end
figure;
imshow(outImg);%,[min(outImg(:)) max(outImg(:))]);
imwrite(outImg,[fn ’_csfF_ycbcr.tif’],’tif’);
PartIII-Appendix7- contrastSensitivity.m
% calculate the human CSF
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function csf = humanCSF(maxf)
% contrast sensitivity functions
[u v] = meshgrid(1:sz(2), 1:sz(1));
u = u./sz(2).*maxf;
v = v./sz(1).*maxf;
f = sqrt((u-maxf/2).ˆ2+(v-maxf/2).ˆ2);
csf = 2.6.*(0.0192+0.114.*f).*exp(-(0.114.*f).ˆ1.1);
PartIII-Appendix8- makeIntensityPyramid.m
function intPyr = makeIntensityPyramid(image,type)
% makeIntensityPyramid - creates an intensity pyramid.
%
% intPyr = makeIntensityPyramid(image,type)
%
Creates an intensities pyramid from image.
%
image: an Image structure for the input image.
%
type: ’dyadic’ or ’sqrt2’
%
% See also makeFeaturePyramids,
% makeGaussianPyramid, dataStructures.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This file is modified to use CIELAB or YCbCr
to compute the opponency pyramid
based on the Saliency Toolbox by Dirk Walther
and the California Institute of Technology.
The Saliency Toolbox is released under
the GNU General Public
License. For more information about this project see:
http://www.saliencytoolbox.net

declareGlobal;
im = loadImage(image);
colorSpace = ’ycbcr’;
switch colorSpace
case ’lab’
C = makecform(’srgb2lab’);
tempim = applycform(im,C);
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case ’ycbcr’
tempim = rgb2ycbcr(im);
end
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’Intensity’;
% map.data = mean(im,3);
% map.data = normalizedImg(exp(squeeze(tempim(:,:,1))));
map.data = normalizedImg((squeeze(tempim(:,:,1))));
map.date = timeString;
intPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
PartIII-Appendix9- makeRedGreenPyramid.m
function [rgPyr,rPyr,gPyr] = makeRedGreenPyramid(image,type)
% makeRedGreenPyramid - creates a red-green opponency pyramid
%
% [rgPyr,rPyr,gPyr] = makeRedGreenPyramid(image,type)
%
Creates a gaussian pyramid from
%
a red-green opponency map (rgPyr)
%
of image and, if requested, also the separate red (rPyr)
%
and green (gPyr) pyramids.
%
Image - Image structure for the input image.
%
type - ’dyadic’ or ’sqrt2’
%
% See also makeBlueYellowPyramid, getRGB, makeGaussianPyramid,
% makeFeaturePyramids, dataStructures.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This file is modified to use CIELAB or YCbCr
to compute the opponency pyramid
based on the Saliency Toolbox by Dirk Walther and
the California Institute of Technology.
The Saliency Toolbox is released under the GNU General Public
License. For more information about this project see:
http://www.saliencytoolbox.net

declareGlobal;
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im = loadImage(image);
% [r,g,b,in] = getRGB(im);
% im(:,:,1) = r;
% im(:,:,2) = g;
% im(:,:,3) = b;
colorSpace = ’ycbcr’;
switch colorSpace
case ’lab’
C = makecform(’srgb2lab’);
tempim = applycform(im,C);
case ’ycbcr’
tempim = rgb2ycbcr(im);
end
% rg = safeDivide((r-g),in);
rg = (tempim(:,:,1)>0.1).*safeDivide(tempim(:,:,2),tempim(:,:,1));
rg = normalizedImg(rg)*2-1;
if (nargout >= 1)
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’Red/Green’;
map.data = rg;
map.date = timeString;
rgPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
end
if (nargout >= 2)
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’Red’;
rr = clamp(rg,0);
map.data = rr;
map.date = timeString;
rPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
end
if (nargout >= 3)
map.origImage = image;
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map.label = ’Green’;
gg = clamp(-rg,0);
map.data = gg;
map.date = timeString;
gPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
end
PartIII-Appendix10- makeBlueYellowPyramid.m
function [byPyr,bPyr,yPyr] = makeBlueYellowPyramid(image,type)
% makeBlueYellowPyramid - creates a blue-yellow opponency pyramid.
%
% [byPyr,bPyr,yPyr] = makeBlueYellowPyramid(Image,type)
%
Creates a gaussian pyramid from
%
a blue-yellow opponency map (byPyr)
%
of image and, if requested, also the separate blue (bPyr)
%
and yellow (yPyr) pyramids.
%
Image - Image structure of the input image.
%
type - ’dyadic’ or ’sqrt2’
%
% See also makeRedGreenPyramid, getRGB, makeGaussianPyramid,
%
makeFeaturePyramids, dataStructures.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This file is modified to use CIELAB or YCbCr
to compute the opponency pyramid
based on the Saliency Toolbox by Dirk Walther and
the California Institute of Technology.
The Saliency Toolbox is released under the GNU General Public
License. For more information about this project see:
http://www.saliencytoolbox.net

declareGlobal;
im = loadImage(image);
% [r,g,b,in] = getRGB(im);
% im(:,:,1) = r;
% im(:,:,2) = g;
% im(:,:,3) = b;
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colorSpace = ’ycbcr’;
switch colorSpace
case ’lab’
C = makecform(’srgb2lab’);
tempim = applycform(im,C);
case ’ycbcr’
tempim = rgb2ycbcr(im);
end
% by = safeDivide(b-min(r,g),in);
by = (tempim(:,:,1)>0.1).*safeDivide(tempim(:,:,3),tempim(:,:,1));
by = normalizedImg(by)*2-1;
if (nargout >= 1)
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’Blue/Yellow’;
map.data = by;
map.date = timeString;
byPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
end
if (nargout >= 2)
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’Blue’;
bb = clamp(by,0);
map.data = bb;
map.date = timeString;
bPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
end
if (nargout >= 3)
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’Yellow’;
yy = clamp(-by,0);
map.data = yy;
map.date = timeString;
yPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
end
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PartIII-Appendix11- makeVarPyramid.m
function intPyr = makeVarPyramid(image,type)
% makeVarPyramid - creates a variance pyramid.
%
% intPyr = makeVarPyramid(image,type)
%
Creates a variance pyramid from image.
%
image: an Image structure for the input image.
%
type: ’dyadic’ or ’sqrt2’
%
% See also makeFeaturePyramids, makeGaussianPyramid,
% dataStructures at
% http://www.saliencytoolbox.net
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This file is modified to use CIELAB or YCbCr
to compute the variance pyramid based on
the Saliency Toolbox by Dirk Walther and
the California Institute of Technology.
The Saliency Toolbox is released under the GNU General Public
License. For more information about this project see:
http://www.saliencytoolbox.net

declareGlobal;
im = loadImage(image);
colorSpace = ’ycbcr’;
switch colorSpace
case ’lab’
C = makecform(’srgb2lab’);
tempim = applycform(im,C);
case ’ycbcr’
tempim = rgb2ycbcr(im);
end
map.origImage = image;
map.label = ’varians’;
% map.data = mean(im,3);
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% map.data = normalizedImg(exp(squeeze(tempim(:,:,1))));
map.data = normalizedImg((stdfilt(squeeze(tempim(:,:,1)),ones(3))));
map.date = timeString;
intPyr = makeGaussianPyramid(map,type);
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